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School Anthem
Strong in our hearts is a deep
undying spirit,
Loyal and true to the school
above all schools
Where, through the hours,
through the days, and the
years,
Always as one we’ve been
taught to love its rules,
Ch: Waverley reaching up to
the sky;
Her girls will always strive
and try;
To keep her banner flying
high,
When we leave her portals by
and by;
Here in our school, in this
citadel of knowledge,
We are taught to excel in all
we do.
Guided by those who defend
high ideals,
We love our school
Our Alma Mater true!
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From the
Principal's
Desk
"EDUCATION breeds CONFIDENCE

CONFIDENCE breeds HOPE,HOPE breeds PEACE"

Dear Readers,
It is my privilege and honour to present before you, yet another unique and feisty episode of The
Waverlite –a magazine symbolic in its authenticity and opulence.
Imparting education in the modern world does not only mean providing theoretical knowledge, but also
equipping students with human values and a dynamic skill set which ensures success in both their
personal and professional lives. We, as a team at Waverley, strive to mould characters, shape futures and
create world citizens. For the past 173 years, Waverley has been the platform for thousands of children,
to explore different aspects of their potential to the limit, through Academics, Sports and Performing
Arts. Our students here are encouraged to be THINKERS, DOERS AND COMPASSIONATE citizens of
this great country.
We are fortunate to have been blessed with a strong support system comprising of the forward looking
management, dedicated teachers, cooperative parents and hardworking support staff who work as an
empowering team, with complete faith in the institution and its Value Based Education System.
I express my sincere gratitude to every one of them, for their constant support as we journey together to
greater heights, carrying on the mission bequeathed to us by our Mother Foundress St. Claudine Thevenet.
A word of gratitude to the Editorial Team who have worked relentlessly in creating yet another fantastic
myriad of the year gone by.
I hope you take delight as you flip through the pages of the Magazine and connect into the past with
pleasure over the delightful memories of the year that was 2018.
Sr. Stella Mary
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EDITORIAL

"The only impossible journey is the
one you never begin"

T

hese words sound so appropriate when we take a
moment to reflect on the fact that another wonderful
year of Waverley has just passed by. An institution
founded about two hundred years ago, an act made
possible by St. Claudine Thevenet, continues to empower
young girls with the knowledge that can protect and
safeguard their present and future. As the years have gone
by Waverley is aiming at its best to help the girls reach
different horizons of life enriching their knowledge,
creativity, skills and calibre. This particular magazine and
the many other magazines released before, speak volumes
about such qualities of Waverlites.
It was indeed a matter of great honour for all of is to be
entrusted with this responsibility, it has been a productive
year for the school magazine and a year of great enjoyment
for all of us as a team.

-Anthony Robbins.

Our journey from the day we were officially declared
as the Editorial Board of 2018, to this day has been
truly memorable. We have tried to work
collaboratively within agreed-upon framework of
authority and responsibility. The Waverlite is a
collaboration of school and inter-school activities
and the thoughts and creativity of the students of
our school. We hope our readers truly enjoy reading
this edition of our magazine as we truly enjoyed
putting it together.
We thank, Sr. Stella for spotting the uniqueness in
all of us and for always instilling in us confidence
and offering us a host of opportunities to shine in
our different yet magnificent ways.

EDITORIAL BORAD : Ayushi Dangwal, Ciona Ann Jolly, Kathyani Nyol, Nidita, Ruhineet Kaur Ahuja, Muskan Ahuja, Sukhman Kaur
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2017-18

st

TOPPERS CLASS X

1 Position 96.8%
Sarah Sethi

T

nd

2 Position 96.2%
Tenzin Oser

3rd Position 95.8%
Khyati Hari

he board results of CBSE 10 2018 were
announced in close succession on the 29th of
May. This was the year that the Board reverted to the
traditional system of declaring the marks of the
students along with their grades. The school topper
Sarah Sethi, topped all of Mussoorie with 96.8%. The
school achieved another cent per cent result with 20
students scoring above 90% and 40 students scoring
above 80%.
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TOPPERS CLASS XII

Toppers

T

he board results of CBSE 12 2018 were
announced on the 26th of May. The girls of
the various streams did exceedingly well
garnering a cent percent result.

Sanya (96.8%)
Science

Shubhkirti (94.6%)
Commerce

Ekagrata (93.2%)
Humanities

Himanshi (93.2%)
Humanities

I also bagged the award for the Best Performer in
Negotium Agom, the Inter-School Business Quiz held
at Wynberg Allen, all thanks to Miss Uma and the team
for their support.
Now if I talk about the Annual Sports Meet, it was a
proud moment for me to lead my school with my head
held high. I would also like to thank the school
authorities for letting me be a part of the Inter-School
Athletic Meet held at Wynberg Allen and the district
athletic meet held at RIMC Dehradun. All these
activities gave me a new meaning of leadership. They
taught me that leader who worked most effectively
never say ‘I’, and that’s not because I had trained
myself not to say ‘I’, I think ‘we’. I think ‘team’. I finally
understood my job to make this team, this school
function.

HOUSE Reports

Head Girl

[

“LEADERSHIP IS NOT ABOUT A TITLE OR
A DESIGNATION. IT’S ABOUT IMPACT,
INFLUENCE AND INSPIRATION.”

A

]

new journey began, when the badges were pinned on
the blazers of 19 new faces on 17th of March 2018.

I would finally take this opportunity to thank Sr. Stella,
and The Student Council of 2018 for motivating me at
all times and supporting me in all the decisions that I
made. I hope we lived up to your expectations. I would
like to conclude with the lines, “Ultimately, leadership
is not about glorious crowning acts, it’s about keeping
your team focused on a goal and motivated enough to
do their best to achieve it, especially when the stakes
are high and the consequences really matter. It’s about
laying the ground work for others ‘success’ then
standing back to let them shine.”

It was the day when Shubhkirti Singh, the outgoing head girl,
handed over all her responsibilities, saying “Change would be
the end result of all true learning”. Stepping into my second
captaincy in WAVERLEY was not easy for me as I now held a
huge responsibility with never ending expectations. A new
confidence finally emerged in me when I gave my first thank
you speech. As I was the one chosen amongst many, it gave
me immense pleasure to lead the student council 2018 who
worked zealously. The never-ending hard work of the council
developed in me a passion for learning. By the time it all
started I realised that I had to take a little more share than
mine of the blame and a little less share than mine of the
credit.
My job as a head girl became even more memorable and
exciting when I represented my house-Endurance during the
Inter-House Basketball and Badminton Tournament where
the senior division stood first. I was also given the opportunity
to be a part of Dramatics team and to enhance my debating
skills during Cultural Fest.

PRERNA RAJ
Head Girl
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Games Report

[ “THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE IMPOSSIBLE AND THE POSSIBLE LIES IN DETERMINATION.” ]

A

nd this determination is what took us to the place
where we are at present. The Games Captains of our
school Waverley. Throughout these years of hardwork and
sportsman spirit we developed a bond which helped us to
lead this team of more than 600 students and achieve our
goal of success. Though it was tough to pull the girls out of
their classes to make them realize the value of sports time
not junk time. Our first task as the Sports Captains turned
out to be a success. Basketball and running were a part of
our daily schedule and this led to the success of the first
sports event of 2018- Inter-House basketball.
This was followed by the Inter-House Badminton. Then came
the month of August, when all the athletes tightened their
shoelaces for the rocky journey of the Athletics Meet of 2018.
“Athletes cannot run with money in their pockets, they must
run with hopes in their hearts and dreams in their head.”
Starting with the Cross Country Marathon held at
Woodstock School on 15th September in which athletes
Like Nanda Yadav, Priya Gupta, Shubhi Rathore, and Sofia
Nathan excelled and Waverley overall stood first.
Alongside this, the athletes also practised for the Annual
Sports Meet of Waverley held on 13th October. The school
saw many new faces in the field and a total of 14 new
records was set. This was a big turning point in the history
of Waverley as the girls proved-‘The more you dream, the
more you achieve’. Overall the event was a huge success,
all thanks to the hard work put in by all the houses and also
by our mentors- Sir Prashant and Miss Nimmi. The overall
athletics trophy was bagged by-Enterprise.
The winners from here went for the invitational Inter-school
athletic meet held at Wynberg Allen School on 17th, 18th and
20th October. Where again we witnessed 7 whole new records
being set up by our great athletes Prerna Raj, Priya Gupta,
Shubhi Rathore and many more. We bagged the overall
Intermediate group championship with Tanya Gupta and
Hanshika Shokeen bagging the individual championship.
Last but not the least was the event of the year-72nd Annual
District Athletic Meet held at RIMC Dehradun on 27th and
28th October. We took part in U-14, U-20 and open category
all the athletes performed well in their respective category
with Waverley bagging the U-20 group championship. A
special thanks to all the Athletes - Nanda, Priya, Shubhi,
Prakriti, Hanshika, Prerna, Pavitt and Isha for their
tremendous hard work.
“You have to have a dream so that your can get up in the
morning.” We don’t think winners are created in a day, each
and every girl stepped on to the field this year put in their
best. For us they were all champions in their own way.
This was what we learned during the tenure as the
leaders of our school and for this we are grateful to our
respected Principal Sr. Stella, teachers and our dear
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schoolmates who supported us and turned this year into
one filled with achievements, success and most of all
memories. Also a special thanks to Sir Prashant for all the
workouts and practises he made us do and to Miss Nimmi
for sparing time to take our practices. Your impactful
motivation is what that has brought us to where we are and
we will always be grateful for making us who we are.
In the end all that we can say to show our love towards our
Alma matter and our passion sports is:People don’t play sports because it’s fun.
Ask any athlete most of them hate it,
But they couldn’t imagine their life without it.
It’s a part of them, the love or hate relationship.
It’s what they live for, they live for the practices,
Parties, cheers, long bus rides, invitational,
Countless pairs of different shoes, energy drinks.
They live for the way it feels,
When they beat the other team,
Knowing that these two extra sprints counted,
That their practices were all worth it,
The way they create a family within the team,
The countless songs playing in their head
While training for all those hours,
The competition and the friends,
The practises and the memories.
It’s the pain that makes them who they are
And that’s what we are.
We would finally take this opportunity to thank Sr. Stella, and
The Student Council of 2018 for motivating me at all times and
supporting me all the decisions that I made. I hope we lived
up to your expectations. I would like to conclude with the
lines, “Ultimately, leadership is not about glorious crowning
acts, it’s about keeping your team focused on a goal and
motivated enough to do their best to achieve it, especially
when the stakes are high and the consequences really matter.
It’s about laying the ground work for others ‘success’ then
standing back to let them shine.”

SOMYA PANSARI
Games Captain

TANYA GUPTA
Vice Captain

B

Catholic Leader's Report

eing chosen as the Catholic leader for
the year 2018 was a great honour and
privilege for me. This was the first time that
I had got the honour of wearing a school
prefect badge. I am extremely grateful to all
the Sisters, teachers and my peers who
thought me worthy of this great honour. I
hope that I performed my duties according
to the expectations of everyone.
A special word of gratitude to Sister Rose
for all her support and encouragement. I am
sure that I speak for all the Catholic girls at
Waverley when I say that she is one of the
most dedicated and hardworking teachers.
As always the Catechism result for this year
has been outstanding only due to her
rigorous classes and revisions.
RESULT OF THE WRITTEN CATECHISM
EXAMINATION 2017-18 (MUSSOORIE
REGION)
TOP SCORERS
SECTION IV- CLASSES VII AND VIII
JENNIFER JOHN – 98%

MARIA GORETTI PAWAR
Catholic Leader

SECTION V- CLASSES IX AND X
CIONA ANN JOLLY – 94%
SECTION VI – CLASSES XI AND XII
MARILYN JOSEPH – 90%
TOPPERS OF DIOCESAN CATECHISM
EXAMINATION (MEERUT DIOCESE)
SECTION IV – CLASSES VII AND VIII
JENNIFER JOHN – 98%
The meritorious students received
certificates as well as cash awards.
As the year draws to a close, I am grateful to
God for giving, me the strength and
courage to fulfil my duties. I am grateful to
Sr. Stella for giving me this opportunity of a
lifetime.
In the end I would like to say “Take O Lord
and receive my memory my understanding,
my whole will: All that I have, all that I am, I
give to you; to be made use of according to
your good pleasure. Give me only your love
and your grace; with these I am rich enough.”

JENNIFER JOHN

CIONA ANN JOLLY

MARILYN JOSEPH
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Encounter House Report

[

I

“I Sharon John, Captain of Encounter, Anandini Gupta Vice captain, do promise on
my honour that I will as in my duty bound honestly and faithfully, uphold the ideals
of our school and to the best of my ability and to do all I can to keep our banners
flying high.”

t was not just an oath that we swore on 17th
march 2018 but it awakened in us the zeal,
to strive hard and keep the banner of
Encounter always flying high. With great
enthusiasm, we started with the first event of
the year, the Inter-House Basketball
Tournament. The air was filled with the
sounds of basketball dribbling everywhere.
Encounter stood first in Junior Division and
second overall.
“Acting is not just passion, it’s an art”. So the
budding actors of Encounter showcased their
art as they presented a ludicrous play “The
Marriage Proposal” and overall stood Runnersup. Harshita Sinha and Shreya Kashyap were
awarded the Best Actor prizes.
Just as the Kaleidoscope shows vibrant
colours, the Cultural Fest 2018, brought with
itself the platform for the girls to show their
talents. The ‘To-Be-Einsteins’ performed really
well in the G.K. Quiz where Juniors stood first
and Seniors stood second. The budding orators
of the house delivered the famous speeches Of
the Shakespearean plays. Shreya Kashyap and
Gauri Tandon, put their views forward in an
awestruck manner, to support their respective
sides in the debate. The juniors danced on the
tunes of Santhal folk songs, presenting a
famous fusion of the evergreen old-culture
with a bit of modernization.
The autumn winds brought with itself the
sound of shuttlecocks being smashed in
the court. Juniors stood second in their
division.
“Athletes are not born athletes, they are made
athletes.”
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]

With this in mind the girls of encounter, put in
their heart and soul for ‘the ultimate showdown’
and started practising way before which caused
our house to gain several points. With neverending zest and zeal, Vaishnavi Jha broke the
record of 1500m and Hanshika Shokeen broke
High-Jump record setting it to 4’7. Then came the
‘D-Day’ Sports Day 2018. The girls got fruit of their
hard work. Vaishnavi was awarded with the
“budding Athlete’ and we stood first in the junior
Division.
We would also like to extend our heart-felt
gratitude to our Principal Sr. Stella and to our
house-teachers for their immense support.
Leading this house opened for us the path of
various opportunities, which helped us transform
our personalities and lead our housemates
towards success. So, now we BID ADIEU to
Encounter with a vision of the green flag fluttering
the highest in the blue sky.
Encore Encounter.

SHARON JOHN
Captain

ANANDINI GUPTA
Vice Captain

Endeavour House Report

T

o us being house captains was more like
having a quarter of school as our buddies,
which sounds like a whole lot of fun. The day we
were pinned with our badges was the time that
changed everything in us. The passionate kiss to
our flag was with a promise to 'Endeavour' in 2018.
We had to not only work for ourselves now but to
accept the challenge and work for our beloved
house plus our school in general. We were
endowed with an unquenchable thirst to make a
difference. We were undoubtedly successful in
building hard-work and togetherness in our house.
Moreover, we practised including everybody for
every thing that paved way for new faces to come
up and outshine the other houses in different
activities with super-excellent results.
During house meetings we taught reds what it
takes to love and respect their house shirts. We
have laughed and cried together and that's gonna
remain the best part of Endeavour 2018. Not to
forget, be it Basketball, Badminton, Dance, Runs or
Throws, our girls woke up around 5'o clock in the
morning to attend their house practices which was
a big deal indeed. We also secured first position in
different events like Dramatics, Debates and G.K
Quiz. Learning 'team work' out of it was more than
fun. We really appreciate Reds putting themselves
in devoir, spending hours in the field to sharpen
their potentials and wanting to practice more. It
was wonderful seeing the smaller ones' progress
and willing to give points to their house too.
Happiness within our house was out of this world.
We were together portrayed having done our
utmost for the house which is what the meaning of
our house reflects. We'd love to express our
gratitude towards our dearest House Mistress
Ms. Shalini Saxena, House Master Mr. Mumtaz,
Mrs. Pamposh, Mrs. Manju and all the other house
teachers for their undivided attention to the house.
Their reliance on us kept us going consistent in
organizing and raising the house to be proud. Also,

the love and guidance from our Principal, School
Management and peers shall never be forgotten.
Both of us have learnt a lot from our responsibilities
as office bearers. No matter what, we worked hand
in hand like comrades. We wouldn't do anything
without the other and Miss Shalini knowing.
Captains and Vice Captains from other houses
would praise us for our co-ordination and this made
us want to work more for Reds. We're extremely
thankful to the student council for their love and
support.
A lot awaits to be done Reds. Every year brings
with it many challenges and stiff competitions.
Each day brings a new hurdle and we need to be
prepared to deal with every trial, every ordeal,
with perseverance and determination. With your
ability, talent and full support to your Captain
and Vice captain, we can assure you that
winning will not be difficult. And always
remember, “The one who wins is the one who
thinks he or she can”. So be optimistic. You were
the best thing that ever happened to us. Work
hard to overcome your own weaknesses and you
are a sure short winner! Good Luck Endeavour
we love you with all our hearts. Have faith in one
another and be a true Endeavour.

CHRISTINA ACHARYA
Captain

KAUSHIKI SINGH
Vice Captain
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Endurance House Report
[ “STRONG IN OUR HEART IS A DEEP UNDYING SPIRIT ]
“Strong in our heart is a deep undying spirit” was
something which we felt when the badges were
first pinned to our blazers. With all new feelings of
stimulation, compassion and a lot of enthusiasm,
we both were ready to embrace Endurance with our
hard work and dedication.
Our memorable journey started with the Inter
House Basketball tournament, where we bagged
the overall second position while securing the first
position in Senior Division and second in
Intermediates.
Then came the most awaiting activity of the yearDramatics. Yellows chose “Mother’s day” as their
play and stood Runners Up. The actors were
Ruhineet, Muniba, Prerna, Mahika, Ciona and
Samya. Prerna and Ruhineet got the prizes of Best
Actor and the Best Supporting Actor respectively.
This was followed by a short break and Yellows had
to prepare for the Cultural Fest 2018. Our heads
were held high with our Junior Division for
achieving the first position in Dance Competition.
Prerna Raj and Maria Goretti presented the house in
Debate, where they got the second and third
position respectively. The house was again
victorious because of the budding orators who
attained the overall Inter-House Declamation
Competition trophy. Muniba Khan was honored as
the best orator followed by Sheryl Arya as the First
Runner Up and Ciona Ann Jolly as the Second
Runner up. Ruhineet Kaur got the consolation prize.
Yellows strived hard for the overall badminton
trophy, and as someone rightly said, “hardwork pays
off”. Once again we achieved the first position.
The Annual Sports Meet was an opportunity for all
the housemates to prove their capabilities.
Endurance got the Runners Up trophy for athletics.
This era instilled in us the true meaning of
sportsmanship and gave us chances to improve
ourselves. We would like to thank –Somya Pansari,
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Prerna Raj, Maria Goretti, Harbaksh Kaur, Jessica
Smith, Nandini Negi, Kanishka Panwar, Snehi
Gundev, Shubhi Rathore, Gaurangi Agarwal,
Avantika, Aadya, Keerat, Michelle, Yashika, Aashna,
Samya, Zehen, Fahima, Prachi, Samaira and
Harshree. The house flag was itself honored by the
achievements of Somya
Pansari getting the Best Athlete and overall
Championship trophy in Senior Division. The event
ended on a good note with Yellows and Greens
winning the best drill with their colourful fans.
We thank our house teachers especially Mrs. Reena J.
John because without their support, care and love all
this wouldn’t have been possible. We are also grateful
to the House Master Mr. Nitin Kumar.
The journey in itself was a glory which we would
never want to forget. There were moments when we
fell down but again the spirit of Endurance helped us
to get up and keep going. With spirit in our hearts
and tears in our eyes the time is here for us to bid
farewell with a hope that our banner will keep flying
high.
ENDURANCE-You can do it,
You will do it and
You have to do it.

MAHIKA MALIK
Captain

MUNIBA KHAN
Vice Captain

T

Enterprise House Report

he word Enterprise in itself means the ability to
think of and set up new projects to innovate,
imagine and create. The year 2018 brought the enact
enthusiasm of newness, creativity and desire to
excel. The announcement of the student council was
itself a very big day for all of us. House spirit ends only
at success and that makes us really lucky leaders as
every member of Enterprise is instilled with this
spirit.
The year winning streak began with the Inter-House
Basketabll matches which Enterprise bagged the first
position overall with the fantastic performance of our
players- Nanda, Inayat, Angel, Ciya, Prakriti, Tanya,
Priya, Sofia, Sakshi, and Sumidha. Then came the
Cultural Fest- A platform for everybody to showcase
their talents. The house activities included here were,
The English Declamation and Debate, where the
dynamic speakers of Enterprise stole the hearts of the
audience, with their eloquence and confidence. The
girls of classes VI , VII and VIII set the stage on fire
with their beautiful folk dance in the inter house
dance competition. The extraordinary talent of our
girls won us the second place in declamation and
dance.
The performance of our girls in badminton was also
praiseworthy with Inayat and Angel managing to get
laurels for our house. The sound of smashes broke the
silence of the court. However, we came second.
Then came the most awaited event of the yearSports Day. All the houses were brimming with
excitement and enthusiasm. The sports field was
filled with the footprints of the rigorous practises from
months in advance. We got to see many new faces on
the field this year, who contributed to the success of
this event. Budding athletes like Inayat, Anisha, Ciya,
Mahi, Komal, Harmeet, Bushra, Garvita, Marilyn,
Sakshi, Sofia, Sumidha and Bhavya added to the
already soaring house points. Though all the players
faced hurdles on their way, they managed to brush
themselves off and finish the races. Sports Day was a
blessing to Enterprise with the Individual
Championship bagged by Nanda Yadav in sub-junior,
Prakriti Singh in Junior and Tanya Gupta in Inters.

Our house was awarded with the Overall Sports
Championship, Athletics Trophy and Group
championship in sub- Junior and Inter division. It was
a feeling of euphoria for us to bag Cock house trophy
and the Best March Past Trophy. All these
achievements were only possible through the
combined efforts of every single member of Enterprise
especially the record-breakers- Nanda Yadav, Prakriti,
Tanya and Priya.
The badges that we proudly wore kept us energetic
and helped us to find the greatest achievements. We
are incredibly proud of our house mates who were
serious when the situation called for it and were ready
to let their hair down if need be. There is really an
incredible bond among us. We were more of a family
both on and off the court. The cheers of: we can do it,
we will do it, we have to do it; will forever be ringing in
our ears.
As the year draws to a close, we look back with
nostalgia to a open year filled with memories and
achievements. A special word of thanks to our House
Mistress Miss Urmila Negi and our House Master
Mr. Ajay Raghuvanshi as well as all the house
teachers for being so supportive and encouraging.
Enterprise created a history this year by winning a
score of 555 and we hope that the future badge holders
carry on with the same determination and dedication
to keep the house flag of Enterprise flying high.

NANKI BRAR
Captain

GAURI KHANNA
Vice Captain
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FEBRUARY

Teacher's

T

SEMINAR

o refresh the minds of the teachers after
the long winter break and invigorate
them for the coming year, a Seminar was
conducted for them on the 28th of February by
Brother Solomon FSP, Principal of St. Patrick's
Academy, Clement Town, Dehradun. The
theme for the seminar was 'UBUNTU', a
philosophical term originating from South
Africa, which translates as 'I am, because we
are.'
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As is clear from this, the seminar centered around
the imperativeness of mutual understanding,
cooperation and team work among the teachers for
the betterment of the school.
Through a number of interactive and insightful
exercises, Brother Solomon made the teachers do a
little soul searching to realize their strengths and
weaknesses. He also made them recall their idols
and encouraged them to emulate all the qualities of
their idols.
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Reopening of

W

SCHOOL

averley opened her portals for the new academic session 2018, on the 5th of March. The
students of the Board classes (X and XII) as well as those of incoming classes IX, X and
XII had clocked in during February. The session for the rest of the school officially began on the
5th of March with a special assembly to welcome the students as well as beseech the Almighty
to shower his blessings on the school as it embarked on a brand new year.

The first staff meeting was held on the 1st of
March, in which Sr. Stella delegated the
various duties and responsibilities for the
coming year and encouraged teachers to
continue working hard for the institution.
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FIRST STAFF

Meeting
MARCH

T
Orientation
PROGRAMME

FOR PARENTS AND NEW STUDENTS

he Orientation Programme for the parents and new
students was conducted in the school hall on the 12th
of March. The Principal Sr. Stella greeted the gathering after
which Mrs. Pamposh Panwar and Mrs. Rakhi Rana briefed
them on the expectations of the school from parents and
students. Father Jacob Palammattom, Principal of
Nishkalanka Mata School, Agra, kindly consented to hold a
motivational session for the group. At the end of the session,
all queries were addressed by the Principal.
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THANKS GIVING

Assembly

O

n the 14th of March the students of
outgoing classes X and XII presented the
helpers of the school with tokens of gratitude at a
special assembly. This is an ongoing tradition at
Waverley to teach the students the value of
gratitude. Shreya Kashyap gave a speech on behalf
of the outgoing classes, thanking the helpers for all
that they do. Mr. Govind, the school tailor thanked
the girls and wished them well in life.
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HOLY

Mass

T

he inaugural Holy Mass was celebrated
on the 17th of March to invoke God’s
blessings on the school as they embarked on
a new academic year. The Chief Celebrant for
the Mass was Father Bellarmin OFM cap
from St. Michael's Church, Barlowganj,
Mussoorie. The Principal Sr. Stella said the
introductory prayer in which she spoke of the
year 2018 being declared ‘The Year of God’.
The serenity in the school hall was evident as
the Mass continued with soulful
hymns sung by the choir.
Offerings of flowers, books, sports
equipment and bread and wine
were offered by the Superior Sr.
Anita, teachers and members of
the Student Council, to invoke
the blessings of the Almighty on
all the activities of the school
throughout the year. Sr. Stella
thanked Father Bellarmin for
sparing time from his busy
schedule to grace the school with
his presence.
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INSTALLATION

Ceremony

T

he installation of the new Student Council for the year 2018 was held on the 17th of March, right after the
Holy Mass. The Chief Guest for the occasion was Mr. Senthil A. Krishna Raj S. IPS.
The ceremony began with the Head Girl, Games Captain and House Captains handing over their charge to
the new badge holders. The Chief Guest then pinned the sashes and badges onto the Catholic leader and Vice
Captains. The new Student Council, lead by the Head Girl performed the ceremony of lighting the lamp and
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took the solemn oath to stand by the ideals of the school and work as a team
for the betterment of their Alma Mater. The new Editorial Board was also
installed on the same day.
The outgoing students of Classes X and XII were felicitated with prizes for
their academic performance for the year 2017 by Mrs. Senthil A. Krishna Raj.
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The Chief Guest then addressed the
children giving them pearls of wisdom
from his vast life experiences.
The Student Council for the year 2018 is
as follows:
Head Girl

- Prerna Raj

Catholic Leader - Maria Goretti Pawar
Games Captain - Somya Pansari
Games Vice Captain - Tanya Gupta
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ENDURANCE
Captain
Vice Captain

- Mahika Malik
- Muniba Khan

ENTERPRISE
Captain
Vice Captain

- Nanki Brar
- Gauri Khanna

ENCOUNTER
Captain
Vice Captain

– Sharon John
– Anandini Gupta

ENDEAVOUR
Captain
Vice Captain

– Christina Acharya
- Kaushiki Singh

EDITORIAL BOARD
Sukhman Kaur
Ayushi Dangwal
Ciona Ann Jolly
Ruhineet Kaur Ahuja
Nidita
Muskan Ahuja
Kahtyani Nyol

St. George’s College, Mussoorie. Brother Tomy was welcomed with a
bouquet of flowers and a big round of applause.
The school choir sang a melodious hymn “Shine Jesus Shine”
invoking God’s blessings on all students and teachers. This was
followed by a prayer dance. After this the prize distribution was
held in which Brother Tomy Varghese FSP graciously
presented the meritorious students with certificates, medals,
books and trophies for their academic, co-curricular as well as
extra-curricular achievements. The special awards for
he annual prize distribution for the year 2017-18 was individual subjects and good conduct in the junior, middle and
held on 29th March. The Chief Guest for the occasion senior divisions were also given away. The list of the students
was honorable Brother Tomy Varghese FSP, Principal of who have achieved these prestigious awards are as follows-

ANNUAL PRIZE

Distribution

T

Blessed Dina Belanger Trophy for English- Senior Secondary
Student who has displayed exemplary behaviour & completed 12 years of study in
Convent of Jesus and Mary, Waverley. Trophy introduced by Sr. Anita Matthew in 2014.
Shikha Aggarwal Trophy for English-Seniors
Miss Jansen Trophy for Hindi V-VIII
Miss Rundlett Trophy for Hindi
Miss Therese Poulin Trophy for Mathematics-Seniors
Sister Pia Nazareth Trophy for Science-Seniors
Sister Teresa Trophy for Social Science-Seniors
Claudine Thevenet Trophy for the most outstanding student in the
Junior School (I-IV) for Good Conduct
Walter Luther Memorial for the most Outstanding student in the Middle School
(V-VIII)
Award for the student Best Human Values in the name of Late Mr. & Mrs. Narinder
Arora (Cash award) Rs. 3000/Jesus and Mary Scholarship (from 2008 onwards Rs. 3,500/-) Seniors
Jesus and Mary Scholarship (from 2008 onwards Rs. 5000/-) Middle School
Bl. Dina Belanger Trophy fore Catechism- Seniors
Claudine Thevenet Trophy for the most outstanding student in the Senior School
(IX to X) for Good Conduct
A running trophy for a student topping in Science in class IX sponsored by Lavanya &
Pururav Dhankar (Cash award- Rs. 3000/-)
A special award for the student best in human values in the Name of
Late Shri S. P. Jain (Cash award-Rs 3000/-)
Award for securing 94% marks in Diocesan Catechism Examination in section IV
Award for securing 97% marks in Diocesan Catechism Examination in section IV
Award for securing 99% marks in Diocesan Catechism Examination in section IV
(First Prize)
Award for securing 94% marks in Diocesan Catechism Examination in section V
Award for securing 93% marks in Diocesan Catechism Examination in section V
Award for securing 98% marks in Diocesan Catechism Examination in section V
(First Prize)
Award for securing 99% marks in Diocesan Catechism Examination in section VI
(First Prize)

SANYA NARBAR
ALFISHA SABRI
TENZIN OSER
SUHANI KUMARI
ANANDINI GUPTA
RISHIKA SHAH AND NIDITA
NIDITA
KHYATI HARI
SHUBHNEEK KAUR
SEKHON & AHANA JHALDIYAL
JENNIFER JOHN & MUSKAN KAUR
TENZIN KENZOM
SHARON JOHN
KATRINA MASSI
& SUHANI KUMARI
JENNIFER AGEDIUS
TENZIN OSER
NIDITA
ALFISHA SABRI
MICHELLE METH MAI
CIONA ANN JOLLY
JENNIFER JOHN
MARIA GORETTI
MARILYN JOSEPH
SHARON JOHN
FIONA ANN JOLLY
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A running trophy was awarded to the students of classes XI & XII of our school, for the Catechism Examination
conducted by DIOCESE OF MEERUT under section VI in the year 2016-17.
The toppers of class 10 and 12 of the board examination of 2017 were also felicitated.

This was followed by the presentation of
Annual Report of 2017 which was
introduced by Sr. Stella and later taken
over by the Editors of 2018. The
programme was concluded by an
inspirational speech given by the
dynamic Brother Tomy in which he
encouraged all the prize and non prize
winners to always strive to reach the
pinnacle of success. He also highlighted
the cordial relations between both the
schools and took the opportunity to
commend the hard work of the
Waverlites in making the musical ‘Peter
Pan’ a great success.
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S

EASTER

Tour

ome of the enthusiastic students of
Classes V to XII went on an exciting
6-day trip to Mount Abu, Udaipur and
Akshardham which began on the 30th
of March. On touching down at Delhi
they explored the magnificent
Akshardham Temple before catching the
train to Abu.
On reaching Mount Abu the girls
proceeded to Om Shanti Bhawan where
they received a lesson on life. In the
ensuing two days, the girls visited the
beautiful Dilwara Temple known for its
beautiful architecture and climbed an
arduous 200 steps to reach the divine
shrine of Adhar Devi.

Next up was a stopover at Udaipur where the girls enjoyed ethnic puppet shows and Rajasthani folk dances. They also visited
various places of historical importance such as City Palace, Chetak Memorial and Sahelion ki Bari. Soon the colourful and
educational trip came to an end with the group returning to school enriched with the experience.
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EX-STUDENT'S

Reunion

their time in school peppered with
pearls of wisdom for the current
generation. Prof. Indu Garg spoke
to the audience on behalf of her
batchmates, reminding the girls
that they are privileged to be in a
school like Waverley. She
encouraged the girls to explore all
the opportunities provided to them
and strive hard to become
determined, disciplined and selfassured women- qualities imbued
in every Waverlite the world over.

O

n the 23rd of March, Waverley welcomed the Batch of 1972-73, a group of
exuberant and vivacious ladies who were overjoyed at being back at
their Alma Mater after a really long time. The elegant group, all dressed in red,
reminiscent of their school days, were greeted by the staff and students in the
hall where a special programme in their honour had been organized. After a
Prayer Service and entertainment programme, the members of the Alumni took
to the stage to interact with the students. They shared hilarious anecdotes of
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CHART

Making &
CALLIGRAPHY

Competitions

O

n the 27th of March, the girls from classes 1 to 12 put
on their thinking caps for the annual events of Chart
Making and Calligraphy which were held on the same day.
The students spent the morning exploring their creativity
and innovation in designing and creating exemplary charts
on the topics assigned to them which were :?
Values

The judges for the day were Mrs. Namrata Kapoor from Mussoorie
Public School and Mr. Samuel Chandra from St. Lawrence, who were
very impressed with the efforts of all the Classes.
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Mussoorie
–my town

States of
India

India in
Sports

In the afternoon the
Calligraphy competition, in
both Hindi and English, was
held. The students tried their
best to present an elegant
script for perusal by the
Judges.
The winners of the
competitions were felicitated
at a later date.
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APRIL
CLASS

Picnics&
Outings

T

he middle and junior school picnics to Fun
Valley on the 4th and 5th of April were an
event to remember as the girls and their escorts
spent an enjoyable day on the various rides and
splashing about in the pools.
The students of the senior classes i.e. Classes
IX and X and Class XII had their annual class
outings on the 6th and 11th of April
respectively. The excited children and their

escorts had a fun filled day at Pacific Mall with sumptuous food,
shopping and entertaining movie screenings. The students got to choose
between two blockbusters that were running at the time. While some
chose to watch the emotional Hichki, others went in for the action
packed Baaghi 2.
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GOLDEN

Jubilee

T

he Golden Jubilee of our
dear Sr. Gertrude and
Sr. Damian was celebrated on the
10th April 2018. A grand
Eucharistic celebration was held
in the school chapel which was
conducted by Rev. Bishop Francis
Kalist and Father Timothy D’souza
as well as Fathers' of different
parishes who were special
invitees. They celebrated the
Mass in Unison, invoking God’s
blessings on both the Sisters who
have been faithfully serving the
Congregation of Jesus and Mary
for 50 glorious years. The families
of Sr. Gertrude and Sr. Damian
had travelled from far away to
partake in this truly incredible
event.
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After the Mass, the happy gathering moved to
the School Hall where a special cultural
programme had been organized. The
programme began with the lighting of the holy
lamp by Reverend Bishop Francis Kalist,
Sr. Gertrude, Sr. Damian, Sr. Anita and
Sr. Stella. After a few songs by the school Choir
and some dances reflecting the culture of
Uttarakhand, the special invitees had a grand
luncheon.
Sr. Gertrude’s nephew Mr. Saji Sebastian
spoke on how Sr. Gertrude has always been an
epitome of moral values and spirituality that
inspired them to always keep moving.
Sr. Gertrude’s family members presented her a
memento to cherish the auspicious occasion
of her religious life. The programme drew to a
close amidst lots of joy and celebration.
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Rafting

O

n the 6th of April, the students of Class X set
off for their ‘rite of passage’ – a three day rafting
trip to Rishikesh where they took on the minor and major
rapids of the great Ganges with great gusto. All fears
dissolved in the water of the pious river as they tackled
each rapid with a rush of adrenaline. A sojourn at the
Lakshman Jhula market allowed the girls to get a lesson
in faith. They returned to school filled with confidence
and respect for our national treasure- the Ganga.
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Treks
“Adventure is overcoming fear”

TREK

to SHIMLA & SHOGHI
(Class VIII)
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O

n the 22nd of
April, the
students of Classes
VIII and IX set out for
their much awaited
High Adventure
Summer Camps with
their companions
and escorts.
While class VIII
traveled to Shoghi in
Shimla, Class IX
made their way to
Manali.
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TREK TO MANALI (CLASS IX)

Both the groups had incredible
experiences - be it roughing it out in tents,
the hikes and treks, adventure activities
like river crossing and archery, team
building tasks, sumptuous meals, bonfires
or just communing with nature far away
from the hustle and bustle of city life.
Class IX got to trek to Snow Point in Manali
where they reveled in the snow till their
hands and feet were numb.

Class VIII even visited
the CJM branch in
Shimla to collect a few
memories.
Both the groups returned
to school emboldened by
their adventures.
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CLUB

Activities

The themes for the charts were
“Save the Environment” and
“Earth Our Home”.
The Social Service Club took to
the streets for a Cleanliness Drive.
The Science Club as well as
Literary Club chose to let their
members view movies of
scientific and literary importance.
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T

he Club Activities this year were held on 28th April
with the students from Classes V to XII participating in
the various activities organised by the Club Coordinators
with great enthusiasm. The Ecology club crafted charts,
bookmarks, pencil holders, table mats and other useful
products from scrap.

EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO

Delhi

T

MAY

he students of class III to V went on a four
day educational trip to Delhi from the 4th
to the 7th of May along with their teacher
escorts as well as Sr. Stella. The group visited
the Delhi Zoo where they were delighted to see
a number of wild and exotic animals. They also
visited the famous Akshardham Temple and
watched a mesmerizing sound and light show.
For a lesson in history they visited Himayun’s
Tomb and wound up their trip with a stop over
at Kidzania, an indoor theme park where the
children got to
learn a number of
things through fun
role playing
activities.
On their way to the
hotel they were
given a bus tour of
the Parliament,
Rashtrapati
Bhawan, India
Gate as well as the
Prime Minister’s
Residence.
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HELPER'S

Day &

JUNIOR DANCE

Competition

T

he feast of St. Joseph the worker i.e. Helper’s Day was celebrated in
the school on the 1st of May to express the immense gratitude of
the institution to the support staff who work quietly and behind the
scenes to ensure the smooth running of the school.

The organizers of the programme were
Classes VI A and B who did a wonderful
job. The programme began with the
lighting of the lamp and a prayer service
to beseech God’s blessings on the helpers
of the institution and their families. Next
up was a hilarious skit ‘Common Sense’.
The primary school Inter Class Dance
Competition was also held on the same
day for the entertainment of the helpers
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who truly enjoy watching the tiny
tots on stage. The judges for the
event were Mr. Govind, the school
tailor and Mrs. Meena Bhatt from
St. Lawrence High School. The
winners of the competition were
Classes III and IV. At the end of the
programme Sr. Anita and Sr. Stella
presented the support staff with
tokens of appreciation.
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INTER CJM

Basketball

T

he school took part in the Inter-CJM School Basketball
tournament held at St. Agnes School, Dehradun from the
3rd of May onwards. The team reached the finals and bagged
the Runner up position.
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INTER HOUSE

Basketball

TOURNAMENT

Inter House Basketball Tournament held on 9th May
onwards :Sub-Junior
Winner
Enterprise
Runner up
Endeavour
Junior
Winner
Encounter
Runner up
Endeavour
Individual
Winner
Enterprise
Runner up
Endurance
Senior
Winner
Endurance
Runner up
Enterprise
Overall Result
First
Enterprise
Second
Encounter and Endurance
Fourth
Endeavour
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MINI

Fete
2018
T

he school Mini Fete was
held on the 11th of May.
The Chief Guest for the
occasion was Mr. Zia-ul-Haq,
father of Oneeb Fatma of
Class IX B. After the
inauguration the stalls were
open for business. The school
students as well as various
invitees enjoyed themselves
thoroughly, playing games
and sampling various
delectable food items
available. After the Jam
Session, the Raffle results
were announced in which the
bumper prize of a Scooty was
grabbed by Anjali
Ramaswamy of Class VIII B.
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Great

WINNING PRIZES IS ALWAYS A PLEASURE
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INTER HOUSE ENGLISH

Dramatic

S

“ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE AND ALL MEN
AND WOMEN MERELY PLAYERS.”

D

ramatics in Waverley has always been one of the most
awaited events. It explores the hidden abilities of
students to act and flourishes their creativity. The students
develop house spirit and get to understand the importance
of working as a team.
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2018

On 25th and 26th of May the Inter House English
Dramatics were held in Waverley. The judges for the
competition were Miss Roopananda Salve, English
teacher at Wynberg Allen School and Professor D.S
Arya, Professor and Theater Personality from IIT,
Roorkee.
On 25th of May Encounter (Green House) and
Endurance (Yellow House) presented their acting skills
in two hilarious plays, ‘A Marriage Proposal’ by Anton
Chekhov and ‘Mother’s Day’ by J. B. Priestly.

INDIVIDUAL
WINNERS

On the 26th, Endeavour (Red House)
and Enterprise (blue house) put up
their respective plays ‘The Mouse
Trap’ by Agatha Christie and ‘The Dear
Departed’ by Stanley Houton.
Ultimately it was the brilliant acting as
well as sound and light management
of Endeavour that stole the hearts of
the Judges and the audience.
Endurance and Encounter shared the
Runner’s Up trophy jointly.

ENCOUNTER

ENDURANCE

ENDEAVOUR

SUPPORTNG ACTOR
HARSHITA SINHA

SUPPORTING ACTOR
RUHENEET KAUR AHUJA

SUPPORTING ACTOR
DISHA GOSWAMI

BEST ACTOR
SHREYA KASHYAP

BEST ACTOR
PRERNA RAJ

BEST ACTOR
CHRISTINA ACHARYA

ENTERPRISE

SUPPORTING ACTOR
NANKI BRAR AND
JYOTSNA ARORA
BEST ACTOR
JASHENE KAUR
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A

BOOK

Fair
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book fair was organized in
the school by Scholastic
India Private Limited from the 28th
to the 30th of May. The fair was
inaugurated by the Principal
Sr. Stella. A wide array of books
from different authors and genres
were available for perusal by the
students. They picked up a number
of educational and recreational
books to add to their collections.

2

ALLY'S

Day

0th of June brought
forth a day full of
celebration and joy for the
students of Waverley. The
day started with a Holy
Mass dedicated to
St. Aloysius, the Patron
Saint of the Youth.

JUNE

After this games were held for all the
classes which varied from ‘Caterpillar race’
to ‘hoopla dance’ to truly enjoyable
‘gol gappa eating competition’. The
participants as well as the spectators
enjoyed the traditional as well as
innovative games.
Then came the socials for various division
where the girls got a chance to display their
beautiful attire as well as graceful dance
moves.
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The winners for the various division were as follows:
Group 1- Classes I-IV
Waverley Princess Jenisha Rohiya
I Runner up
Swasti Singh Rohilla
II Runner up
Tammana Varun
Best dressed
Sanya Arora and Shresta Mondal
Best dancers
Chaitzi Singh Gaual
GROUP 2- Classes V to VII
Waverley Princess Harshita Dua
I Runner up
Gauri Sharma
II Runner up
Vidhika Dhawan
Best dressed
Angel Yunus, Jennifer G Samuel
and Naaz Kalra
Best dancers
Smriti Rawat and Aashima Grover
GROUP III- Classes VIII-X
Miss Waverley
Muniba Khan
I Runner Up
Pauravi Mishra
II Runner up
Sheryl Arya
Best dressed
Sukhmani Kaur Brar
Best dancers
Ruhineet Kaur Ahuja
and Shikha Tiwari
GROUP IV- Classes XI and XII
Waverley Queen Christina Acharya
I Runners up
Harbaksh Kaur
II Runners up
Ruhani
Best dressed
Kamlakshi Chawla and Somya Pansari
Best dancers
Nanki Brar and Mahika Malik

This is
Your

Moment.
Own
It
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ON THE

Dance
Floor

CROWNING
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Moments

YOGA

Day

T

he students of Waverley observed World Yoga Day
on the 21st of June under the guidance of the Yoga
Instructor Mrs. Negi and Mr. Prashant. The students learnt
various poses for the health of the body and mind.
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SISTER ANITA MATHEW'S

O

n the 23rd of June, the school
gathered in the auditorium to
bid farewell to one of the most
respected members of the institution
who was going to embark on a new
journey in her life after having served the school for 9 years as Superior, Principal
Econome. With heavy hearts yet tons of gratitude the students got together to felicitate
Sr. Anita and bid goodbye to her. The programme began with a prayer service after
which a short entertainment programme was organised. Sofia Nathan of Class XI and
the Head Girl Prerna Raj expressed their heartfelt gratitude to Sister in sentimental
speeches. Finally Sr. Anita took to the stage and spoke to the staff and students,
thanking them for their support during her tenure here at Waverley and urging them to
continue living in the spirit of St. Claudine Thevenet. Later the Members of the Staff had
a small get together in which they bid an emotional goodbye to Sister Anita. She will be
sorely missed.

Farewell
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Welcome to the
new Superior SR. CHARLES

A

JULY

special programme was organized on the 4th of July to welcome
Sr. Charles Jacob who has joined Waverley as the Superior and
Bursar. Sister Charles is a nurse by profession and has served in the
various CJM institutions across India. She has served as the Bursar and
Superior in Jaith, Ranaghat, Sardhana, Burewala and Delhi. The school is
blessed and privileged to have a person of such renown and repute in its
midst. Sister Charles was welcomed by the students dressed in
traditional outfits of Uttarakhand, after which a prayer service and
entertainment programme was conducted.
The Principal Sr. Stella then officially welcomed Sr. Charles to the school
after which Sr. Charles thanked the students in a unassuming speech.
Later the new Superior interacted with the Staff at a small get together.
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INTER HOUSE BADMINTON

Tournament

INTERNATIONAL

Youth
CJM

ENCOUNTER

T

he inter house badminton tournaments
was held from the 10th of July onwards for
all divisions. The players of each houses gave
their best to score valuable house points. In the
end the results were as follows:
Over-All Result
First
:
Second :
Third
:
Fourth :

Endurance (Yellow)
Enterprise (Blue)
Endeavour (Red)
Encounter (Green)
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T

here was an International JM Youth Encounter, held in
France, from 19th till 22nd July 2018. All the JM
institutions from 28 countries, had come for this gathering. I
would also express my heartfelt gratitude, to all sisters,
specially Sr. Anita and Sr. Stella for giving me a marvellous
opportunity to be a part of this.
We were 8 people accompanied by 2 sisters from the Delhi
Province of the Religious of Jesus and Mary, India. We
reached Lyon, France on 18th July, where we were warmly
welcomed by our Mother General Sr. Monica Joseph RJM.
We began our first day full of vigour and zest. Firstly, we were
divided into two groups-Atelier and Foyer, so that we make
new friends and learn to interact with people of different
nationalities and languages. At first, it was quite difficult to
manage, but soon all of us learnt to communicate. The first
day we had workshops related to understanding our senses
and using them in an appropriate way whenever required.
After dinner, we had the welcome ceremony, where each
country displayed their beauty by various presentations like
dance, music, power point presentations, etc.
The second day we walked through all the important places,
which were part of St. Claudine Thevenet's life. This activity
we did along with our Foyer. Though, it was a little tiring, it
was fun walking through different streets of Lyon. We went
to the City Hall, St. Peter's Abbey, St. Bruno's Church and

Fourveire'. This gathering was brought to an end by an inspirational
speech by Sr. Monica. This was followed by DJ party.
This encounter was an amazing opportunity as it taught me innumerable
things.
Everyone enjoyed themselves to the fullest and all of us made new friends,
living together as part of the true 'Jesus and Mary family'.
After this we had a short excursion. First, we visited Lourdes, which is
one of the most venerable places of Christians. The beauty, peace and the
reverence of the shrine didn't make me feel like leaving it. We stayed
there for a day and then we flew to Rome.
The short time spent in Rome was really amazing. We first visited the
Vatican Museum and the Sistine Chapel. The artistic beauty of these two
places left my eyes wide open. Then we went to St. Peter's Basilica, The
Treui Fountain and The Pantheon. All these great architectural wonders
enthralled me. We then went to Vatican City, St Peter's Square. We enjoyed
a mouth-watering Roman cuisine right from Pizza's to Pasta's.
This was an amazing opportunity, because of which I got to explore and
learn many new things. It was an unforgettable experience with the best
memories I have ever had. Once again, I am extremely thankful to our
Provincial Sr. Roseley, Sr. Josna, Sr. Anita and Sr. Stella, as it is all
because of them that I got this marvellous opportunity.

some more places. The last place that
we visited was The Angelic, which was
the Convent where St. Claudine lived
and brought up many children. In the
evening we attended the Holy Mass at
the chapel built by St. Claudine.
On the third day we had activities
inside the campus, with the Atelier. The
day ended with us relishing French
cuisine and playing some games at
night.
On the fourth day, all the
representatives of the various countries
presented the works of Jesus and Mary
family in all their respective countries. I
really got to know that JM institutions
are progressing worldwide with
dedication towards their mission of
educating the young. In the evening we
had the Holy Mass at the 'Basilica of

Sharon John (Class XII)
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o
Competition
INTER CLASS SKATING
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n the 21st of July, the students of Classes 1 to 8 participated
in a Inter Class skating competition organized by the skating
coach Mr. Sanghara Singh. The students were pitted against each
other in squad and line races after which the Quartz, Liners and
Best Timings were given medals and certificates.

CULTURAL FEST 2018

Kaleidoscope
TALENT

Show

CLASSES IX-XII

T

alent is ability or a skill that someone is born
with. To showcase these prodigious talents
the students of classes 9 to 12 set the stage on fire
with their antics. The judges for the day were Mrs
Nirmala Musa from CJM Hampton Court and Mrs
Munmun Bhattacharya from St George’s College.
The competition was divided into various
categories like solo singing, group dance,
instrumentals, etc. The students captivating
singing, energetic and jaw dropping dance
performances and mesmerizing instrumentals
created and enjoyable and exciting ambience in
the auditorium. Each participant owned the stage
and the competition was stiff. It was difficult for
our honourable judges to decide the winners.
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CLASSES V-VIII

The middle school Talent Competition organized by Mrs.
Sudha Kothari and Mrs. Pamposh Panwar, was scheduled
on the 27th of July. This competition was divided into
different categories like group dance, solo dance, group
singing, acting, recitation, instrumental, etc. The judges for
this were Ms Nirmala Musa of CJM Hampton Court and
Mrs. Munmun Bhattacharya of St. George's College. The
participants who got through the auditions were both
nervous and excited as they had worked really hard and
were determined to perform well. The judges along with the
audience were enthralled by the programme.

CLASSES I-IV

The talent show for the junior section that is classes I-IV was
held on the 26th and was organized by Mrs. Arti Bhatt and Mrs.
Rakhi Rana which was judged by Ms Nirmala Musa of CJM
Hampton Court and Mrs. Munmun Bhattacharya of St. George's
College. The little girls danced, acted and sang with great
confidence and enthusiasm and most importantly enjoyed
themselves to the fullest. This gave a glimpse of the budding
stars in Waverley and the effort of the students and their
teachers was highly appreciated.
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Winners
TALENT SHOW : I-IV

CONSOLATION PRIZES
CLASS I:
• Aayat Akhtar
• Arushi Panwar
• Lavanya sahni, Radhika Bhatt and
Vanya Barthwal
Second Runner up : Sharon Jacinta Roberts
First Runner Up
: Tsering Yangchen and
Tenzin Yangkyi
BEST PERFORMER : Tenzin Yangkyi
CLASS II:
• Saloni Manyura
• Sonakshi Goel
• Chaitri Singh Gaur
Second Runner up : Naina Bholia
First Runner Up
: Aanya Panwar and Anviti Rawat
Best Performer
: Tenzin Dangsto
CLASS III
• Annika Gunsola
• Avantika Gurung
• Swasti Singh Rohilla
Second Runner up: Vaanya Khanduri
First Runner Up : Maanyal and Shrestha Mondal, Skandha
and Tamanna and Unnati Rawat
Best Performer : Guneeti Verma and Shanaya

TALENT SHOW : V-VIII

CLASS V
DANCE (SOLO)
Third Position : Annie Singh
Second Position : Suhana Agarwal
First Position
: Rabia Baksh
DANCE (GROUP):
Best Performer : Bhumi And Manan
ACTING:
Best Performers : Askand And Kaashvi Talwar
SINGING:
Third Position : Anisha Sapkota
Second Position : Shubhneek Kaur
First Position
: Maitreyi And Vaishnavi Jha
Instrumental
: Anaiah Raman
Best Performer
CLASS VI-A
Best Performer
DANCE
: Ashima Grover
ACTING
: Harshree Bishnoi
SINGING
: Aarohi Bhattacharya
CLASS VI-B
DANCE : Second Best Performer : Avleen Kaur
Best Performer
: Vidisha Dobhal
ACTING: Best Performers
: Nanda Yadav and
Angel Saini
SINGING: Best Performer
: Ria Riyaz

CLASS VII-A
DANCE: Second Best Performer :
Best Performer
:
SINGING: Best Performer
:
CLASS VII-B
DANCE: Second Best Performer :
Best Performer
:
SINGING: Best Performer
:
CLASS VIII-A
DANCE: Second Best Performers :
Best Performer
:
SINGING: Second Best Performer :
Best Performer
:

Nysa Gupta
Shirali Khanduri
Prakriti
Ashi Gupta
Roshina Roy
Akansha Khatri
Prerna Chandra,
Archi Kharola and
Suhani Dhiman
Gargi Parmar
Ananya Goel
Katrina Massi,
Dhwani Hari and Honey
Ushika Sharma

INSTRUMENTAL: Best Performer :
CLASS VIII-B
DANCE: Best Performer
: ANJALI
RAMASWAMY
SINGING: Consolation
: Kashvi Agarwal
and Suchismita
Second Best Performer : Mahi Sarin
Best Performer
: Pauravi Mishra
ACTING: Best Performer
: Navya Ahuja

TALENT SHOW : IX-X

SOLO SINGING:
CONSOLATION PRIZES : 1. Ananya Saxena- XA
2. Snehi Gundev- XB
SECOND RUNNER UP : Prerna Anand- XII
FIRST RUNNER UP
: Christina Acharya-XII
BEST SINGER
: Mahika Malik-XII
DUET/GROUP SINGING:
SECOND RUNNER UP : Priyanshi and Vidhushi
FIRST RUNNER UP
: Shreya Kashyap and Jennifer
BEST PERFORMERS : Nanki, Marilyn, Khushpreet,
Kanchan and Glory
INSTRUMENTAL:
SECOND RUNNER UP : Tamanna Soni- IX-A
FIRST RUNNER UP
: Ananya Sinha- IX-A
BEST PERFORMER
: Joanna-XII
SOLO DANCE:
CONSOLATION PRIZES : 1. Vidhushi Khanduri- IX-A
2. Japneet Kaur-X-B
SECOND RUNNER UP : Nandini Negi-IX-A
FIRST RUNNER UP
: Aysel Johns-IX-B
BEST PERFORMER
: Sheryl Arya-X-A
GROUP DANCE:
SECOND RUNNER UP : Simran and Khyati-XI AND XII
FIRST RUNNER UP
: Riddhi Garg and Harshita
Rohilla-IX-A AND Prisha
Mehrotra and Group-X-B
BEST PERFORMERS : Nanki and Group-XII
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PRIMARY SECTION

Story Telling

T

he students of classes I-IV competed against
each other in the Primary Storytelling
Competition. The hard work of the teachers was
evident in the stage set up as well as impeccable
performances of the tiny-tots. The Judges for the event
were Mrs. Smriti Hari and Miss Shraddha.
STORY TELLING – I-IV
BEST ACTORS
Class I
- Tenzin Yankee
Class II
- Isum Ragi
Class III
- Harshita
Class IV
– Tamanna Varun
Best Class
– Category I-class I
Category II – Class IV

INTER CLASS

JUNIOR SECTION

English Recitation
Competiton

O

JUNIOR

n 27th July Inter Class English Recitation Competition was
held for classes V and VI. The honourable judges for the
competition were Miss Candida Viegas and Mrs. Manju Singh.
The participants recited their poems with gusto. Their fabulous
expressions and brilliant enunciation became a barrier for the
judges to choose the best among the best.
INTERCLASS RECITATION : V- VI
Best Recitor
: Maitreyi (V)
First Runners Up
: Himanshi Fuloria (VI) and
Vidisha Dobhal (VI)
Second Runners Up : Aahna Jhaldiyal (V) and
Drishti Rao (VI)
Consolation Prize
: Shubneek Kaur (V)
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English
Declamation
Competition
(V-VIII)

O

n 27th July Junior Section English
Declamation Competition was held for
classes VII-VIII. The competition was organized
by Mrs. Rohini Baloni and judged by Mrs. Manju
Singh and Miss Candida M. Viegas. The theme
of the competition was “Freedom Fighters”.
INTERCLASS DECLAMATION : VII-VIII
Best Speaker
: Aarushi Chauhan (VII)
First Runners Up : Pauravi Mishra (VIII)
and Ngawang Yangdon (VII)
Second Runner Up : Komal Godara (VIII)
Consolation Prize : Katrina Massi (VIII)

INTER HOUSE

English Declamation

Competiton

T

(IX-X)

he Inter House English Declamation Competition was held for
classes IX and X. Four girls represented each house. The theme of
the declamation was the works of the bard- William Shakespeare. The
participants emphatically declaimed the speeches of various
characters from a number of Shakespeare’s plays ranging from
Macbeth and Hamlet to Romeo and Juliet. The judges for the
competition were Mrs. Pallavi Sharma of St. George’s College and
Mr. Mike William of CJM Hampton Court, Mussoorie. All the speeches
were power-packed as the girls delivered their speeches with flawless
precision.

INTER HOUSE

Debate

“IT IS BETTER TO DEBATE
A QUESTION WITHOUT SETTLING
IT THAN TO SETTLE
A QUESTION WITHOUT DEBATING IT”

(XI-XII)

INTER HOUSE DECLAMATION –IX AND X
Overall Winners : Endurance
Team
: Muniba Khan, Ruhineet Kaur
Ahuja, Sheryl Arya
and Ciona Ann Jolly
Runner up
: Enterprise
Team
: Jyotsna Arora, Riddhima Gupta,
Jashene Kaur and Tanya Gupta
Individual Winners
Best Speaker
: Muniba Khan
Second Best Speaker : Sheryl Arya
Third Best Speaker : Ciona Ann Jolly
Budding Orators
Ruhineet Kaur Ahuja
Riddhima Gupta
Anandini Gupta

L

ike every year an Inter – House Debate
competition was held in our school. This
year it was held on 25th of July 2018. The
Chief Guests for the event were Mrs. Pallavi
Sharma from St. George's College and Mr.
Mike William from C.J.M Hampton Court
School. All the four houses were represented
by two speakers and two interjectors .The
delivery of the debate was remarkably
eloquent. After every speech, the questions
were put forward by the interjectors were just
as witty.

WINNERS
Best Speaker
- Christina Acharya
First Runners Up - Shreya Kashyap and Maria Goretti Pawar

Second Runner Up - Prerna Raj
Best Team
- Endeavour
Runner Up
- Endurance
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INTER HOUSE

Quiz
COMPETITION

A

n Inter House Quiz Competition
was held on 26th July. The chosen
representatives spent days preparing
their best for the competition so that they
could do their house proud.
The competition comprised of two phases.
The first phase was for classes V-VIII and
the second phase comprised of classes IXXII. Mr. Prashant was the Quiz Master and
was assisted by Mr. Nitin Kumar.
Mr. Madhukar Singh Gunsola was the score
keeper.

INTER HOUSE GK QUIZ
Classes VII and VIII
Winners- ENCOUNTER
• Angel
• Paurvi
• Manya
• Samridhi
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INTER CLASS GK QUIZ –
IV –V
Winners-ClassV
Isha, Aishwarya Nehra,
Shubneek Kaur Sekhon,
Ahana Jhaldiyal

There was a quiz competition for the
Primary Section too, organized by
Mr. Ritesh Bhattacharya.
INTER HOUSE G.K. QUIZ WINNERS
Classes IX-XII
Winners- ENDEAVOUR
• Kaushiki
• Sukhman
• Divyanshi
• Disha

INTER HOUSE

ance
D

o

COMPETITION
MIDDLE SCHOOL

n the 28th of July girls from classes VI to VIII
displayed their skills in dance and
competed against one another to win their house
the trophy of Inter House Middle School Dance
Competition. The theme of the dance competition
was folk dance.
Endurance presented the Sambhalpuri dance of
Odisha, Enterprise presented Bihu from Assam,
Encounter presented Santhal from Madhya
Pradesh and Endeavour presented the Dhunuchi
Dance form of Bengal.
The judges for the event were Mrs. Meena Bhatt
and Mrs. Sowdamini Buraiya.
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The best dancers of the various houses in the
following categories were:
HOUSES
INDIVIDUAL BEST PAIRS
WINNERS
ENDURANCE Satakshi Rawat Honey Sinha
and
Keerat Nain
ENTERPRISE Shiraley Kanturi Sukhmani and
Komal and
Harsimran and
Ciya Sally
ENCOUNTER Harshita Dua Pragya Goel
and
Mansi Tiwari
ENDEAVOUR Sanvi Pandey Katrina Massey
and
Manya Jaiswal

A Special Prize was given to Vanshika of Encounter as she stole away
the hearts of the judges.
Endurance bagged the first position with Enterprise coming in second.
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NEGOTIUM

Agon

o

n the 28th of July a team of students from Class XII
Commerce stream comprising of Meher Sehgal, Prerna Raj,
Somya Pansari, Khusreet Kaur and Mahika Malik, participated in
the Annual Inter School Business festival ‘Negotium Agom’ held at
Wynberg Allen School, Mussoorie. There were five categories in
the competition- Demoprasia Auction Round, Business Quiz, Vine
Video, La Marque and Tangozo. There were a total of 35 schools
that participated from all over India. The students were prepared
very well by their teacher Mrs. Uma Bisht and bagged a number of
prizes with their outstanding eloquence and knowledge. The
winners were as follows:
Prerna Raj – Outstanding Performer
Mehr Sehgal – Promising Candidate
The school team was also awarded the People’s Choice Award
based on their overall performance.
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FEAST OFMother

Foundress

SAINT CLAUDINE THEVENET
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T

he Feast of Saint Claudine Thevenet was celebrated on the
31st of July. This year the onus of the celebrations fell on
Classes IX A and IX B, who took on this privilege with great
enthusiasm. This is the day on which the students get to express
their gratitude to the Sisters of the school who are responsible for
making this institution what it is. The Sisters were greeted warmly
with special brooches as well as tokens of love after which they
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were showered with love and affection through
a prayer service and entertainment programme.
The highlight of the day was a special
presentation which showcased the creation of
the Congregation of Jesus and Mary and
refreshed everyone’s memory on the
Bicentenary Celebrations that were held in
Waverely in 2017. Later the Sisters shared a
special luncheon with the Teachers.
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TOUR TO

Europe
O

AUGUST
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n 2nd August, a group of girls from classes VI to XII left for an
educational tour to Europe. The tour would touchdown at three
countries- France, Italy and Switzerland. The tour was a joint endeavour
between CJM Dehradun and CJM Waverley.
First up were four blissful days in Paris where the girls visited a number
of tourist destinations including the famous Eiffel Tower and
Disneyland. The also enjoyed an enchanting cruise and took a culture
lesson when they visited the Louvre.

On 6th august, the girls left for the city of Lyons , the birth
place of our Mother Foundress Claudine Thevenet. They also
got the opportunity to see the first Jesus and Mary School
established in Lyons itself.
The following day the troupe left for Switzerland where they
visited Bern and Zurich. They also travelled to 10,000 feet
above sea level to see Mt. Titlis where they experienced the
thrilling sport of ice-flying.
Next they stopped over at Venice and enjoyed a ride in the
famous gondolas.
The final stop was at Rome where the group visited the Leaning
Tower of Pisa and the Colosseum. They were fortunate enough to
have a brief meeting with Mother General Sister Monica.
The girls returned to the school on the 13th thoroughly
tanned by the scorching European sun, but enriched by their
experience.
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DEHRADUN
LITERATURE

INTER CJM
OSA BICENTENNIAL

Festival

ENGLISH

Debate

O

DELHI

n 7th of August, Christina Acharya, Maria
Goretti Panwar and Shreya Kashyap traveled to
CJM Delhi to participate in the Inter CJM OSA
Bicentennial English Debate. The topic for the debate
held in the Oxford format was, ‘Forgiveness means no
punishment’ a theme inspired by the life of St. Claudine
Thevenet. Amidst tough competition from 9 CJM
schools, the girls performed quite well. The hospitality
of the Principal Sr. Gracy Paul and Members of the Old
Students Association especially the President Mrs.
Ambika, was truly commendable and will be
remembered always.
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O

n the 11th of August, students of Classes X
and XII visited the Dehradun Literature
Festival held at Unison World School. The first
discourse was between Mr B.K. Joshi and
Mr Anoop Nautiyal on the book 'Withered DoonFuture of the Valley' – The audience learnt what a
smart city really means and how the engagement
of citizens is necessary for improving the city.
The next in the list was a conversation between
Mrs Roshan Dalal and Mr. Lokesh Ohri on the book
'History of Children'. From their eloquence the
students learnt that fear should be eliminated if you
want to learn something.
The next inspiring conversation was between Mr
Sudhir Chaudhary, Editor in Chief of Zee News and
Mr Mukesh Tyagi on the book 'DNA of India'. He
shared his experiences and inspired the youth to
rise against wrong doings and to tackle their lives
with strength and determination.
The day's most well known and easily recognizable
dignitaries were the women of Bollywood- Mrs.
Sharmila Tagore and Mrs. Soha Ali Khan. Soha Ali
Khan's debut book- “The Perils of Being Moderately
Famous” was launched at the festival.
It was an inspirational and wonderful experience
for the students who were filled with a greater
appreciation for literature.

SEMINAR ON

Insurance

O

n the 7th of August, the Commerce students of Classes XI and
XII attended a lecture on Insurance delivered by Mr. Narendra
Kumar Sahani, an employee of the Life Insurance Corporation of India
for the last 40 years! His experience and repertoire had a powerful
impact on the students.
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INDEPENDENCE

I

Da y

ndependence Day (15th August), a proud and a
very special day for every Indian. The Waverley
community, staff and students saluted our
motherland on the 72nd Anniversary of her
Independence. The Chief Guest for the day was
Mr. Rakesh Kumar, Commandant I.T.B.P.
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After the unfurling of the National Flag
and the National Anthem, a short
cultural programme was organized by
Class XI to pay homage to the brave
men and women whose sacrifices must
be remembered and honoured by every
generation born into a free India.
The Chief Guest also addressed the
audience with a deep spirit of
nationalism and commended the
students on the programme.
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HINDI

Elocution
T

he Inter Class Hindi
Elocution Competition
was held on the 23rd of
August. The students of
classes I to X performed in
the event which was
divided into three groups.
The judges for the occasion
were Mrs. Aruna Baloni from
St. George's College,
Mussoorie and Mrs. Abha
Saxena from CJM Hampton
Court, Mussoorie.
The students were groomed
remarkably by their
respective teachers and
performed confidently and
eloquently. The highlights of
the programme were the
solo performances from
group III consisting of the
most power packed
performances from the
students of classes VIII, IX
and X.

The winners of the competition are as follows:
Group winners
Group I (Classes I to IV)
First – Class IV
Runner Up- Class I
Group II (Classes V to VII)
First – Class VII A
Runner Up – Class VI B
Group III (Classes VIII to X)
First – Class X A
Runner Up – Class VIII B
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Individual Winners
Group I
First – Radhika Bhatt –Class I
Runner Up – Tamanna Varun – Class IV
Group II
First – Aarushi Chauhan – Class VII B
Runner Up – Aarohi Bhattacharya – Class VI A
Group III
First – Ruhineet Kaur Ahuja – Class X A
Runner Up – Muskan Ahuja – Class IX A

Milestone

O

n the 25th of August, some students of the school got the opportunity to participate in the annual Inter School Cultural
Extravaganza held at St. George’s College, Mussoorie. Ayushi Dangwal’s artistic skills bagged the second prize in
Monochrome (Painting and Shading) while Khushreet Kaur and Maria Goretti Pawar stood third in the Photography event
Perspective.
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RAKSHA BANDHAN

Assembly

T

he festival
celebrating
the bond of love
between a brother
and sister- Raksha
Bandhan, was
marked by a
Special Assembly
conducted by
Class III. The
students brought
out the various
legends behind
this festival
through poems,
dances and a skit.
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BLESSED DINA'S

Feast

T

SEPTEMBER

he feast of Blessed Dina Belanger, a pillar of the Congregation of
Jesus and Mary, was marked by a special programme organized
by Classes VII A and B, held on the 4th of September. The function
began with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp and a prayer service.
Then a beautiful prayer dance was performed and hymns were sung in
praise of Dina.
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JANAMASHTMI

Assembly

A

Special Assembly
to mark the
occasion of Janamashtmi
was conducted by Class 1.
The little angels presented
the story of the Birth of
Lord Krishna in the most
beautiful manner with a
dance drama. They ended
the programme with a
bhajan.
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TEACHER'S

Day
5

th of September, a celebrated day to pay
honour to our selfless teachers and their
priceless job.
This year class 12th was given an opportunity
to organize the programme. The festivities
began with a Special Mass to invoke God’s
blessings on the teachers after which two fun games were
organized which had the students and teachers pitted against
each other only for the sake of hilarity and entertainment.
Soon after the cultural programme began in the School Hall. After
the prayer service, the melodious singers of Class XII came forward
to mesmerize the audience with a Sufi song. The dancers took the
stage to show their beautiful moves and energetic performances as
the Retro Hits filled the atmosphere with the old vibes of the 70’s
tadka. A very cool and funny dress up game was played with
teachers where they truly showed their excellent creativity.

And finally, our Punjabi Mutiyaras came forward to set the stage on fire with their phenomenal ‘Giddha’ moves.
The teachers were also presented with a token of love to thank them for their undeniable role in the lives of the students at
Waverley. After the programme ended, the teachers moved to the dining room for their delicious lunch organized by the
school management.
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INTER SCHOOL

Debate

HINDI

O

n the 8th of September Waverley participated in a Hindi Debate Competition for the students of Classes IX
to XII by Sadhbhawana Club, Mussoorie. The competition was held at the Town Hall. The topic was
“Online Shopping and Mall Culture is influencing traditional business.” In total 14 schools participated and each
school was represented by two candidates.
The participating
students from our
school were
Anandini Gupta and
Sheryl Arya of Class
X. Anandini Gupta
was awarded the
prize for the second
best individual
speaker with a
difference of just 1
mark. With the
combined efforts of
both the speakers
the school stood
second in the
competition.
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INTER SCHOOL

C

T

ross
COUNTRY

he Inter School Cross
Country organized by
Woodstock School, was held on
the 15th of September.

A number of local schools
participated in the event. Overall
Waverley came First in the Inter
Division and Third in both the
Sub-Junior and Senior Divisions.
Overall Waverley bagged the
First Position.
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RHYTHM

Competition

U

nder the guidance of our music teacher Mr. Ritesh
Bhattacharya, the girls of classes I to IX came up to
compete against each other to win the Coveted Trophy of
Voices in Harmony 2018.

The judges for the day were Mr. Phinehas Martin-Head of Music Department of
Wynberg Allen School and Mr. Simon Roulet- Music Teacher at Hampton Court
Mussoorie.
The winners of this competition were:
GROUP
GROUP I
CLASSES I,II AND III
GROUP II
CLASSES IV, V, VIA &VIB
GROUP III
CLASSES VIIIA, VIIIB,
IXA & IX B

THEME

WINNER

RUNNER UP

CHILDREN SONGS

CLASS II

CLASS III

GOSPEL

CLASS IV

CLASS VI A

POP AND ROCK

CLASS VIII A CLASS IX A
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This year there was a new twist to the
competition with the introduction of solo
singers from each class in Group II and III who
sang solo pieces during the group song itself.
The Best Solo Singers in the competition were:
GROUP II:
FIRST
SECOND
GROUP III:
FIRST
SECOND

- Aarohi Bhattacharya (Class VI A)
- Suhana Agarwal (Class V)
- Tenzin Choeden (Class IX A)
- Katrina Massey (Class VIII A)
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INTER SCHOOL

Debate

O

n 21st of September students from classes X and XI got the
opportunity to represent the school at the Inter School Bro.
C.J Bergin Gold and J.G Masterson Silver Medal Debate. The
debate was held in the Modern Cambridge format which was a
refreshing and challenging change as it allows the speakers
multiple opportunities to present their prowess. 14 schools
participated in all. Although the teams were unable to make it to the
semi-finals they did learn a lot. Muniba Khan and Anandini Gupta
of Class X won the Best Speaker and Disha Goswami of Class XI
won Budding Speaker in the preliminary rounds.

INTER SCHOOL

Spelling Bee

O

n the 25th of September, Kshirin Godara, Jennifer
John, Anwesha Chauhan and Siddhi Goel,
participated in the Spelling Bee, held at Oak Grove School,
Jharipani, Mussoorie. 10 schools took part in the
Competition.
Anwesha Chauhan and Siddhi Goel participated in the
Sub-Junior division (Classes IV to VI), Komal Godara,
Pauravi Mishra participated in the Junior Division (Classes
VII and VIII) and Kshirin Godara, Jennifer John participate
in the Senior Division (Classes IX to XII)
Komal Godara (VIII-B) stood third in the Junior Division and
won a cash price of Rs. 1000 followed by Pauravi Mishra
(VIII-B), who won the first consolation price of Rs. 700.
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CAMEL ART

Competition

T

he Camel Art Competition was held in the
school on 22nd September under the
guidance of Miss Mridula Bhatt. This activity
which is held every year aims at channeling the
creativity of the students and challenging them
to think out of the box.
The themes for this year’s contest wereGroup B-(classes I and II) - My Favourite School
Group C - (classes III and IV) – My Hobbies
Group D – (classes V and VI) – Festivals
Group E – (VII-IX)- Train Journey
Group D- (X-XII) - People Who I Admire
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PLANETARIUM

Equinox
O

n the 29th and 30th of September, the students from
classes I to XII witnessed an amazing and entertaining
Astronomy Show conducted by ‘Equinox’. The students gained
knowledge about stars, planets, and other celestial objects.
They learnt about the Milky Way and amazing facts about the
birth and death of stars.
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SPECIAL ASSEMBLY FOR

Gandhi Jayanti

T

OCTOBER

he special assembly for
Gandhi Jayanti was
entrusted to the students of Class
II. The tiny tots portrayed the
teachings of the Mahatma
through poems, a skit and
speeches.

The highlight of
the programme
w a s a n
innovative
group dance
performed on
the theme of
‘Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan’.
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SPECIAL MASS FOR THE CLOSING OF THE

O

Bicentenary Year

n the 10th of October a special
Mass was celebrated to mark the
closing of the Bicentenary year of the
Congregation of Jesus and Mary. The
mass was celebrated by Father Timothy
D'souza, Father Jesu Amritham and
Father Anto Joseph. The Student Body of
Waverley and St. Lawrence High School,
along with the Staff of both the schools
participated in this holy event. The
gathering came together to thank God
for his continuous blessings as the
school walked with St. Claudine in this
Bicentenary year.
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INTER CLASS

March Past

T

COMPETITION

he Inter-Class March Past Competition was held on 12th
October to encourage all the students from classes VI to XII
to learn the discipline and decorum of the march past parades
The judges for the march past were Sub-Inspector Raghubir
Kumar and Head-Constable Pramod Kumar Pandey. Keeping up
the spirit of the Bicentenary, each class was required to display a
virtue of St. Claudine Thevenet on a well decorated banner.

The competition was held in two phases-one for classes VI
to VIII and the other for classes IX-XII. In the former, Class
VIII A were the winners and VII A the Runner's up. In the
latter, Class XI was the winner and Class X A was the
Runner's up. Sr. Stella thanked the judges for sparing their
time to judge the marching skills of the students.
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ANNUAL

Sports
Day
2018

T

he Inter House Athletic Meet for this year was held on
13th October. The esteemed Chief Guest for the day was
Commandant Benudhar Nayak (Training) from ITBP
Mussoorie. It was decided that this would also be the day to
mark the end of Bicentenary year of the establishment of the
Congregation of Jesus and Mary. The beginning of this
auspicious day was marked by spectacular March Past of four
houses led by the Captains, Vice Captains, Head Girl and
Catholic Leader. Each house had designed incredible banner
displaying the life and virtues of St. Claudine. This was
followed by lighting of Waverley Torch by the school’s Games
captain, Somya Pansari and Games Vice Captain, Tanya
Gupta. The sports meet was declared open by the Chief Guest
for this propitious day.
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The tiny tots of classes I and II
performed their mesmerizing drill
dedicated to our beloved Mother
Foundress St. Claudine Thevenet.
Karate Kids of classes III and IV
demonstrated techniques for selfdefence. Yoga display by the students
of classes V and VI inspired the
audience to practice yoga to remain
healthy forever. The charismatic fan
drill displayed by Endurance and
Encounter captivated the spectators.
This year the first CJM Invitational
Relay was also held in the school in
which CJM Hampton Court,
St. Agnes, St. Lawrence as well as
CJM Waverley participated. This was
followed by mesmerizing sari drill
executed by Endeavour and
Enterprise which displayed the
creativity and grace of the students.
The Mass Drill was centered around
the values taught by St. Claudine
Thevenet. After the grand finale and
prize distribution, the honourable
Chief Guest Mr. Benudhar Nayak and
the Sisters of Waverley released the
logo of the Bicentenary attached to a
beautiful bunch of balloons.
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The esteemed Chief Guest
then addressed the audience
with his inspiring words and
congratulated the winners.
After the sports meet, all the
spectators were requested to
attend the Science, Art and
Needlework Exhibition which
displayed various talents of the
students and immense hard
work of the teachers.

RESULTS
INVITATIONAL RELAY
First: CJM, Waverley, Mussoorie
Second: St Lawrence High School, Waverley, Mussoorie
Third: CJM, Hampton Court, Mussoorie
Running Trophy for Invitational Relay : CJM Waverley
BUDDING ATHLETE
Vaishnavi Jha
Vidhisha Dobhal
SPORTSMAN SPIRIT
Christina Acharya
Apara Agarwal
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BEST ATHLETE
Somya Pansari
Tanya Gupta
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Nanda Yadav
Prakriti Singh
Tanya Gupta
Somya Pansari
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
Blue House
Green House
Blue House
Yellow House
BEST DRILL: CLASS I TO VI – YOGA (CLASSES V AND VI)
BEST DRILL: FAN DRILL (YELLOW AND GREEN HOUSE)
HOUSE MARCH PAST TROPHY
Winner: Blue House
Runner-up: Red House
INTER HOUSE CHAMPIONSHIP IN ATHLETICS
Winner: Blue House
Runner-up: Yellow House
INTER HOUSE OVERALL CHAMPIONSHIP : BLUE HOUSE
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Exhibitions
O

n the 13th of October the Art, Craft and Science
Exhibitions were held in the school to display
the talents of the students. The Craft and Needle Work
Exhibition of the Primary Section was held in the
School Hall. The students adorable craft items and
impeccable needlework was on display for all to see.
The Art Exhibition was held in the Art room where
visitors were treated to a variety of art work ranging
from glass painting, sketches, gel candles to fabric and
navratan paintings. The Math and Science labs were
the venue for the Science Exhibition where the
students from Classes IX to XII displayed innovative
and unique working models on various topics such as
Solar Energy, Conservation etc. Parents and visitors
took the time to patiently look at all the items on
display and commended the teachers and students for
their hard work and creativity.
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INTER SCHOOL

Athletic Meet

T

he Inter School Athletic Meet was held at
Wynberg Allen School on 17th, 18th and 20th
of October. A team of 16 girls participated in
various events. There were a total of 15
participating schools this year. Amidst incredibly
tough competition the athletes of Waverley carved
a niche for themselves bringing home a number of
medals and trophies.

The results of the event were as follows:
Name of Student
and Division
Sub-junior Division
Vaishnavi Jha
Fahima Fatima
Junior Division
Hanshika Shokeen

Suhani Kumari

Event

Rank

800m
1500 M
Shot-put

Second
Third
Third

100 M
200 M
400 M
High Jump
L. Jump
800 M
1500 M
Shot Put

First
First
First
First
First
Second
Second
Second

Apoorva Agarwal
Intermediate Division
Tanya Gupta
400 M
First
800 M
First (New Record 2.24:27 Sec)
1500 M
First (New Record 5.49:34 Sec)
Long Jump First
Shubhi Rathore
800 M
Third
1500 M
Second
Pavitt Maan
100 M
Second
200 M
Second
High Jump Third
Aparaa Agarwal
Discus
Second
Muskaan Agarwal
Relay
Second
Pavitt Maan
Shubhi Rathore
Tanya Gupta
Senior Division
Somya Pansari
100 M
Second
200 M
First (New Record 29.29 Sec)
400 M
First (New Record 1.09:24 Sec)
Prerna Raj
Discus
First (New Record 23.51 Meters)
Shot Put
First (New Record 9.38 Meters)
Javelin
Second
Priya Gupta
400 M
Third
800 M
First (New Record 2.51:67 Sec)
1500 M
First
Sofia Nathan
800 M
Third
1500 M
Second
Jessica Smith
Relay
Third
Sofia Nathan
Priya Gupta
Somya Pansari
MOST PROMISING ATHLETE – Pavitt Maan
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Junior Division – Hansika Shokeen
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Inter Division – Tanya Gupta
INTERMEDIATE TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
CJM Waverley
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DISTRICT

Athletic Meet

T

he 72nd District Athletic Meet was held on the
28th and 29th of October at the Rashtriya Indian
Military College, Dehradun. Twenty three schools
participated in this prestigious event. A team of nine
athletes from Waverley also participated in this event
and bagged 24 medals as well as the Under 20 Team
Championship.

The results of the event were as follows:
Name of Student
and Category
Under 20 years
Hansika Shokeen
Somya Pansari
Pavitt Maan
Tanya Gupta
Priya Gupta
Shubhi Rathore
Prerna Raj
Isha Jaiswal
Somya Pansari
Tanya Gupta
Pavitt Maan
Muskan Agarwal
Open Category
Somya Pansari
Tanya Gupta
Priya Gupta
Isha Jaiswal
Pavitt Maan

Event

Rank

High Jump
100 M
200 M
100 M
200 M
400 M
800 M
400 M
800 M
Discus
Shotput
Discus
Shotput
Relay

First
First
First
Third
Third
First
First
Second
Second
Second
Third
Second
Third
First

200 M
400 M
400 M
800 M
400 M
Shotput
High Jump

Second
Third
First
First
Second
Third
Second

TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE UNDER 20 YEARS CATEGORYWAVERLEY CONVENT SCHOOL
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INTER SCHOOL ENGLISH

Debate
T

he girls of Class X of CJM Waverley participated in the
Alumni Bicentennial Inter School Debate held on the 11th
October in CJM Hampton Court, Mussoorie.
The debate was held in both English and Hindi.
The topic for the debate was 'A life lived for others is a life well
lived'. Sheryl Arya bagged the trophy for the best interjector on
account of her well-prepared and eloquent rebuttals.
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PROVINCIAL

Visitation

O

n the 30th October, a programme
was organised in honour of the
Provincial of the Delhi province of RJM,
Sr. Rosely and Provincial Bursar Sr. Josna
who were in the school on an official visit.
The programme began with a Prayer
service followed by a Prayer Dance. This
was followed by a light entertainment
programme the highlight of which was a
short skit based on the fairytale, ‘Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs.’
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At the end of the programme
Sr. Rosely spoke to the girls
advising them to use all
opportunities to create a
better world for themselves
and those around them.
Sr. Rosely and Sr. Josna then
gave away the prizes won by
the brilliant athletes of the
school who had won a
number of laurels at the
District and Inter School
Competitions. Sr. Rosely was
very impressed by the
number of medals and
trophies won by the girls and
commended their efforts as
well as that of the Principal
Sr. Stella who continuously
provides the children with
ample exposure to explore
their true potential.
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TRIP TO

Mumbai
and Goa
A
NOVEMBER
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tour to Mumbai and Goa was organized for the students of the
middle school from the 1st to 7th of November. The group had a
wonderful time with their escorts Sr. Stella and Mrs. Sabita Tripathy.
They visited Juhu Beach, Gateway of India and Essel World in Mumbai
and enjoyed sight seeing at various landmarks in Goa including the
Basilica of Bom Jesu.

SEMINAR ON

Consumer
PROTECTION

O

n the 12th of September the
students of the Commerce
stream of Classes XI and XII
attended a seminar on Consumer
Protection organized by Mrs. Uma
Bisht. The guest speaker was
Retired Brig K G Behl, President of
the All India Consumer Council,
Uttarakhand. The seminar helped
to raise the awareness of the
students regarding Consumer
Protection and Consumer Rights.
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Career&Counselling
INTERACTION WITH IAS Probationers

O

n the 6th of November,
Dr. Arun Sharma, Miss
Anu Kumari, Mr. Salman, Mr.
Jagdish and Mr. Amardeep
Dureshetty, probationers of
the prestigious Lal Bahadur
Shastri National Academy of
Administration of Mussoorie,
visited the school for a Career
Counselling session with the
students of classes X, XI and
XII. Mr. Jagdish is the UPAC

exams’ First Rank Holder while Miss Anu Kumari is the UPAC exams’ Second Rank Holder. The probationers shared their life
experiences with the girls also advising them about which exams they should appear for and what profession they can take up in
the future. They also told the girls that they should never give up no matter how hard the times are, especially with such a large
amount of information available today on social media portals which makes it even easier for the youth to avail innumerable
opportunities. After the counselling there was also an interactive session in which the curious girls asked the probationers a
number of questions about 'what they can take up after class XII'. Mrs. Uma Bisht and Ms. Shalini Saxena presented the
probationers with a token of appreciation.
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SEMINAR ON

Stress Management

O

n the 9th of November, a Seminar on ‘Stress Free Exam
Planning’ was organized for Classes XI and XII. The
Guest Speaker was renowned clinical psychologist Dr. Mukul
Sharma. He emphasized on techniques of stress release, the
importance of staying focused and the ways to avoid
distractions. He also had one on one sessions with students
to address any personal issues that they were having.
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DIWALI

Assembly
T

he students of Classes VIII A and B organized a special
assembly to mark the auspicious occasion of Diwali.
The children decorated the hall with a beautiful rangoli and
diyas. They initiated the programme with a prayer to
Goddess Laxmi after which there were speeches, poems,
songs and dances that brought out the spirit of the festival
magnificently.
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FLUTE

Recital
O

n 13th November Waverley was privileged to have
Debopriya Chatterjee and Suchismita Chatterjee
popularly known as the “FLUTE SISTERS” along with Pandit
Shailendra Sharma in the school as a part of a programme
organized by SPIC MACAY. The sisters are Indian Hindustani
Music artists who play instrumental Indian flute music whereas
Pandit Shailendra Sharma is a professional Tabla player. The
musicians mesmerized the students with their immaculate skills
first by playing a raag and then moving on to Vaishnav Jana Toh
and Om Jai Jagdish. They also conducted a very informal
interaction with the students in which they were asked about
their training as well as the difficulties that they faced being the
first female flautists of India.
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CHILDREN'S

Day

o

n 14th November, the teachers of the
school, organized a short programme
for the students to celebrate Children’s Day.
The programme began with a prayer service
in which the teachers read intentions asking
God to bless the children of the school as well
as those lost, alone and suffering all across the
globe. All the Sisters and Teachers then
wished the students a very happy Children’s
Day. Mrs. Pamposh inspired the children by
singing a motivational song after which Mrs.
Nikhat Khan broke into an impromptu dance
number. Soon all dancers and non dancers
were on stage which had the children roaring
with excitement. Later there were some
games for the students like musical chairs and
Bombing the cities. After some refreshments
the students and teachers moved out of school
for a long awaited outing.
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VISIT TO

Charity Homes

'LET CHARITY BE THE APPLE OF YOUR EYE'

c

harity is a virtue that is imbued in
every Waverlite. This year the
donations of all the students were collected
and distributed to needy people in and
around the school as well as in Dehradun.
After distributing necessaries to the helpers
of the school as well as the construction
workers involved in school projects, some
teachers and students visited the home run
by the Missionaries of Charity and Prem
Dham- an old age home, bearing with them
generous gifts.
The students interacted with the inmates of
the homes and were filled with sympathy for
those destitute and suffering.
They got a life lesson in generosity and
gratitude.
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SR. CHARLES' FEAST
AND SR. STELLA'S

Birthday
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T

he twin celebrations of
the feast day of the
Superior Sr. Charles and the
birthday of Sr. Stella were held
on the 15th of November. Both
the celebrants were greeted by
the students with flowers and
cards in the school hall. An
entertainment programme
organized by Classes VI A and
VI B, was held to mark the
occasion. All the students of
the school were then given a
special treat while the teachers
had a high-tea.
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ANNUAL ADVENT

Celebrations

A

fter a long and eventful year, it was time to bid
goodbye to the students as they left for the
well deserved winter break. The Academic Session
2018 came to an end with the Advent Celebrations
on the 30th of November. Students, teachers and
parents gathered in the school hall for a short
programme organized by the teachers of classes IV
and V. The Head Girl, Prerna Raj lead the school in
prayer, expressing her gratitude to God Almighty for
a truly successful year. This was followed by the
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Nativity play performed by the students of classes I to VI.
A wonderful contemporary dance was also performed by
Sheryl Arya of Class X. At the end of the programme,
Sr. Stella expressed her heartfelt gratitude to the parents,
teachers and students for their cooperation during the
year. She wished everyone a very happy holiday season
after which parents and students dispersed.
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TEACHER'S

Advent Party

O

DECEMBER
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nce the students have safely returned to their homes, its time
for the School Management to treat the teachers to a wonderful
Christmas Celebration. This year's Advent Party was organized on
the 1st of December. The Principal Sr. Stella, herself donned a Santa
hat and encouraged all the teachers to put one on themselves so that
they could get into the Christmas spirit. The festivities began in the
TV Room with a Prayer Service and some carol singing. Then it was

time for some fun filled games like 'Guess
Who!' and the truly rib tickling 'Please the
King and Queen'.
Mr. Prashant dressed as King Solomon and
Mrs. Khan dressed as the Queen of Sheba
put forward their outrageous demands while
the teachers ran helter-skelter trying to fulfill
them. The fun and laughter that ensued had
everyone shedding tears of joy! After the
Secret Santa gifting and an incredible lunch,
Sr. Charles and Sr. Stella distributed tokens
of love to all the teachers before they left.
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Farewell

T

CLASS XII (2019)

he batch of Class XII 2019, was given
a grand farewell by the students of
Class XII 2020 on the 28th of February 2019.
The students of both the classes braved the
intense cold, dressed to the nines in ethnic
wear. After a sumptuous chaat party, the
outgoing class was treated to a fun filled
evening peppered with hilarious flashbacks
and nostalgic moments. Every girl of the
Class of XII- 2019 had a gala time with
entertaining skits and dances as well as ribtickling games. It was really an evening to
remember.
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TEACHER'S

T

Picnic

he Teacher’s Picnic this year was generously
organized by the Management to Maldevta
Farms situated at Dehradun. The Teachers were all
geared up for a day of fun and relaxation. God blessed
them with a bright and sunny day well suited for some
outdoor fun. They spent the day playing fun games,
singing and dancing. After an elaborate buffet the
group moved to Pacific Mall after which it was time to
come home.
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CLASS I

CLASS II

st

I Row (L-R) :
Arushi Chauhan, Divya
Bangari, Samriddhi Pawar,
Miss Shetal Thapa (Class
Teacher), Lavanya Sahni,
Arpita Kanojiea, Vaishnavi
Uniyal.
IInd Row (L-R):
Sheetal Raturi, Sunidhi
Joshi, Vaishnavi Chaudhary,
Sachi Garg, Radhika Bhatt,
Chavi Bhotia, Ojasvi.
rd
III Row (L-R):
Tsering Yangchen,
Reyaanah Bhatia, Inaya
Sabri, Aayat Akhtar, Brinda
Sonkar, Tenzin Yangkyi,
Anvika Sharma.
IVth Row (L-R) :
Kashvi Rawat, Shagun
Thapa, Pavni Jhamb, Arushi
Pawar, Sonam Raturi, Vanya
Bartwal, Sharon Jacinta
Roberts.

st

I Row (L-R) :
Naina Botia, Alina Sharma,
Isum Ragi, Harshita Semalti,
Mrs. Smita Arya (Class
Teacher), Aradhya Chaudhary,
Anviti Rawat, Tanisha Bisht,
Manasvee Kainthura.
nd
II Row (L-R) : Saanchi
Chauhan, Mitushi Niranjan,
Simran Negi, Riddhi Verma,
Aneen Kaur, Chaitri Gaur,
Gloria Jacob, Ridhima Rana,
Swasti Thapliyal.
IIIrd Row (L-R) : Saloni
Manyura, Tenzin Dangtso,
Ananya Panwar, Janvi Sonkar,
Nishtha Ajwani, Presha
Gandhi, Kashvi Singh,
Sonakshi Goel, Japleen Kaur.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Aanya Panwar, Vanshika
Semwal, Sahana Dalal, Shreya
Arya, Navya Saklani, Saaz
Kalra, Gauri Gandharv, Bhuvi
Arora, Aadya Jaiswal.
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CLASS III

CLASS IV
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st

I Row (L-R) :
Swasti S. Rohilla, Asmi Sharma,
Vamika Bangari, Mrs. Shweta
Gaur (Class Teacher), Harshita,
Diya Negi, Vaanya Khanduri.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Siddhi Shankar, Siddhi Nautiyal,
Anushka Tiwari, Samridhi Rawat,
Avantika Panwar, Raksha Sahu,
Anushka James, Shubhangi Negi,
Sneha Chand.
nd
III Row (L-R) :
Radhya Rawat, Garima Chauhan,
Palak Yadav, Anushee Jain,
Preksha Katesar, Tanishka
Bishnoi, Nandini Bansal, Jasleen
Kaur Jaiswal, Tenzin Yangdon.
IVth Row (L-R) :
Rajshree Jaiswal, Pema Bhotia,
Shriya Goel, Vaishnavi Rawat,
Anika Gunsola, Aradhya Tomar,
Jenisha Raheja, Aradhya Rawat,
Avantika Gurung, Ayushi Ghetwan.

Ist Row (L-R) :
Lavanya Sonkar, Shradha Panwar,
Kriti Thapli, Unnati Rawat, Miss
Bhanu Godinho (Class Teacher),
Skanda Goel, Vaibhavi Joshi,
Aastha
Kharola, Jessica Jaiswal.
nd
II Row (L-R) :
Angel Bhadari, Kanchan Bhadari,
Sebi Panwar, Avya Panwar,
Tamanna Varun, Aditi Rawat,
Guneeti Verma, Akshara Gupta,
shivika
Thapli, Vaishnavi Thapliyal.
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Vanshika Kanojia, Shrishti Rana,
Shreya Kharola, Aaradhya Singh,
Sameeksha Jadwan, Ridhima
Agarwal, Natasha Latwal, Anushka
Rawat, Aarushi Rawat, Yashaswee
Sharma,
Kanishka Kanojia.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Jiya, Nidhi Sajwan, Shanaya
Sachdeva, Lavanya Panwar,
Sarvagya Chaudhary, Soumya
Kotal, Siddhi Garg, Swara Garg,
Sanaya Arora, Lisa Smith,
Shreeyanshi
Bunker.
th
V Row (L-R) :
Shreya Chauhan, Tisya Chawla,
Maanyal, Prakash Gupta, Guneeti
Mand, Khushi Aggarwal, Shrestha
Mondal, Samriddhi Rawat, Shreeja
Pundora, Akshara Mittal, Kanak
Chauhan, Tanvi Chauhan.

CLASS V

CLASS VI A

st

I Row (L-R) :
Anisha Sapkota, Joanne Irene
Gomes, Suhana Bhandari, Dishika
Rawat, Hunardeep Kaur Oberoi,
Miss Jolly Marina, Mrs. Rakhi Rana
(Class Teacher), Annie Singh,
Kashvi, Mansha Dhawan Akansha
Bahuguna, Ishika Malik.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Vaishnavi Jha, Pratishtha Gusain,
Bhumi Shree, Suhana Agrawal,
Anshika Molly James, Shivika Uniyal,
Ahana Jhaldiyal, Samriddhi Gautam,
Prachi Singh, Sanvi Panwar, Tripti
Bhandari,
Suhana.
rt
III Row (L-R) :
Maitreyi M. Nair, Mannan Bishnoi,
Siddhi Goyal, Shubhneek Kaur
Sekhon, Anushka Lakhera, Adity
Sharma, Gauri Vig, Akshita Rawat,
Nandini Panwar, Anwesha Chauhan,
Advika
Chamoli, Isha.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Anaiah Raman, Sonakshi Jana,
Aishwarya Nehra, Aakriti Chauhan,
Stuti Kumari, Palak Kumari, Apoorva
Sonkar, Askand Gupta, Ramsha
Chaoudhary, Rabia Baksh, Kashvi
Talwar.

Ist Row (L-R) :
Khwaish Gupta, Anushka Agarwal,
Harshree Bishnoi, Mrs. Suruchi
Chauhan ( C l a s s T e a c h e r ) ,
Mr. Ritesh Bhattacharya, Ridhima
Chawla, Aashima Grover, Ritika
Yadav
IInd Row (L-R) :
Vanshika Santhilya, Drishti Rao,
Nimisha Singhal, Riya Gupta,
Awantika Rawat, Naina Mahajan,
Aarohi Bhattacharya
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Shagun Panwar, Maan Kaur, Naaz
Taneja, Aatiquah Parvez, Alankrita
Tomar, Jasmeera Mand, Khushi
Gusain
IVth Row (L-R) :
Aanya Pal, Vrinda Agarwal, Zehan
Setia, Fahima Fatima Khan, Pakhi
Dhanai, Naysha Singh, Sakshi
Sinha
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CLASS VI B

CLASS VII A
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st

I Row (L-R) :
Vidisha Dobhal, Harsimrat
Kaur, Samaira Goyal, Mrs.
Sudha Kothari (Class
Teacher), Miss Nimmi Tiru,
Nandini Rana, Gauranshi
Aggarwal, Meher Abdul.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Shrushti Abigail Kudle,
Somya Dhoundiyal, Sejal
Girdhar, Angel Saini,
Harshika Bansal, Vanshika
Goyal, Varnika Jindal.
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Kajal Goel, Mani Aggarwal,
Himanshi Fuloria, Aishwarya
Sinha, Aastha Tomar, Soma
Rawat, Avleen Kaur, Riza.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Inayat Kaur Brar, Avantika
Dawas, Fatima Qureshi, Isha
Sharma, Asmi Dhingra,
Nanda Yadav, Paridhi
Upadhyay.

st

I Row (L-R) :
Himangi Zoya Juneja,
Michelle Elvin, Madhukshi
Kashyap, Mrs. Jansi Rani,
Mrs. Rohini Nautiyal (Class
Teacher), Siddhi Garg,
Prakriti Goel, Maaisha
Jaiswal.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Geetika Jain, Nysa Gupta,
Khushi Aggarwal, Vidhika
Dhawan, Jenifer G Samuel,
Pavni Jain, Ojasvi Agarwal,
Sanchita Kanojia, Drishti
Sachdeva.
rd
III Row (L-R) :
Adline Samuel, Harshita Dua,
Shirali Khanduri, Samya
Kalra, Naaz Kalra, Ngawang
Yangdom, Kavya Agarwal,
Parisha Koorichh.
IVth Row (L-R) :
Akshra Rawat, Jiya Gupta,
Alfisha Anjum, Smriti Rawat,
Ganga Babbar, Saanvi Gupta,
Chahat Pupneja, Sania Rawat.

CLASS VII B

CLASS VIII A

Ist Row (L-R) :
Soumya Rawat, Ashi Gupta,
Roshina Roy, Mrs. Pamposh
Panwar (Class Teacher),
Mrs. Shraddha Singh, Nitya Kohli,
Pragya Panwar, Gauri Rana.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Abhishree Meel, Shreya Sajwan,
Vaishnavi Rawat, Yashika
Sheokand, Shruti Aggarwal,
Ananya Goel, Pragati Rana,
Aakriti Tandon, Hiral Kaur Sethi.
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Angel Yunas, Divisha Chand,
Pragya Goyal, Kaashvi, Shraddha,
Sania Rawat, Anushka Raj,
Avreen Aulakh, Kritika Gusain.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Suhani Kumari, Poorvi Banwala,
Aarushi Chauhan, Akanksha
Khatri, Samriddhi Chaudhary,
Aastha Gupta, Prakriti Singh,
Gauri Sharma, Monica Baloni.

st

I Row (L-R) :
Prakhayati, Katrina Massey, Aditi
Jain, Bhumika Vaid, Manu Roy,
Mr. Ajay Raghuvanshi,
Mr. Madhukar Gunsola (Class
Teacher), Samridhi Gupta, Gargi
Parmar, Aahna, Ananya Singh,
Vanshika Miyan.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Mahak Bansal, Sneha Sariyal,
Saanvi Pandey, Yashvi Shankar,
Ananya Goel, Archie Kharola,
Vanessa Brown, Vani Ronchela,
Simran Jolani, Saumya Badola,
Suhani Dhiman, Ishita Singh.
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Aditi Sharma, Harsimran Kaur
Brar, Komal Aishwarya, Avantika
Singh Rajjpoot, Aadya Pathak,
Satakshi Rawat, Aditi Mall,
Jessica Kaur, Arneja, Dhvani
Hari, Lavanya Agarwal, Manya
Rastogi, Pearl Gomes.
IVth Row (L-R) :
Lavanya Keshwani, Sukhmani
Brar, Ada Fatima, Shriya Chona,
Hansika Shokeen, Inishka Garg,
Honey, Ushika Sharma, Mansi
Jiwary, Prerna Chandra, Gauri
Singh, Aryasha Kumar.
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CLASS VIII B

CLASS IX A
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Ist Row (L-R) :
Anjali Ramaswamy, Navya Ahuja,
Shivali Negi, Liya Sally,
Mrs. Nikhat Khan (Class Teacher),
Mrs. Shalini Saxena, Janvi
Choudhary, Karma Dolma, Shruti
Gupta, Anshpreet Kaur.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Ajisha Rawat, Palak Goel, Manja
Jaiswal, Soha Chopra, Mahi Sarin,
Megha Jain, Devika Dhall, Bhavya
Agarwal, Eva Kalra, Diya Singh,
Anisha Gusain, Ritika Raj.
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Kanika Bhandari, Saloni Raturi,
Trisha Chaudhary, Salony Singh,
Tanisha Rastogi, Kashvi Agarwal,
Jiya Arora, Akansha Panwar,
Bhavya Garg, Janya Godara,
Sanya Aswani, Suchismita
Agarwal.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Ridhika Singh, Aashna Dogra,
Apoorva Agarwal, Gurnoor Sidhu,
Naina Singh, Keerat Nain, Pauravi
Mishra, Azmi Khand, Vanya
Banta, Anushka Singh, Vedangi
Singh Gaur.
st

I Row (L-R) :
Sanskriti Rawat, Priyanshi
Manyura, Miss Candida Maria
Viegas (Class Teacher), Mrs. Sabita
Tripathy, Manya Gupta, Garvita
Dobhal.
nd
II Row (L-R) :
Tenzin Choedon, Saanvi Garg,
Kanishka Panwar, Shubhangi
Yadav, Ishita Sajwan, Ishita
Bhandari, Krati Mittal, Ananya
Sinha.
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Aadrika Prakash Gupta, Muskan
Ahuja, Riddhi Garg, Tamanna Soni,
Jennifer John, Anoushka Goel,
Sukshita Bhadoo, Suhani
Srivastava.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Kshirin Godara, Ananya Gupta,
Sanya Panwar, Nandini Negi,
Pragya Joshi, Harshita Rohilla,
Arpita
Kumari, Prakriti Jaiswal.
Vth Row (L-R) :
Preksha Sangal, Radhika Agarwal,
Mudrika Bamrara, Devanshi
Sharma, Shirley Atul, Nandini
Rawat, Thawisha Singh, Vidhushi
Khanduri.

CLASS IX B

CLASS X A

st

I Row (L-R) :
Palak Choudhary, Manvi Singh, Sneha
Aggarwal, Mr. Prashant Sharma,
Mrs. Reena J. John (Class Teacher),
Harshita Soni, Misba Parveen, Sujata
Rawat.
IInd Row (L-R) :
Kashvi Bansal, Aamna Rawat, Akshi
Chandna, Simran Sachdeva, Oneeb
Fatma, Nandini Chawla.
rd
III Row (L-R) :
Kishti Agarwal, Muskaan Kaur, Khushi
Rao, Shruti Gupta, Seherish, Vanshika
Poddar, Astha Thapli, Riddhima Gupta.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Tanya Trehan, Nida Fatima Khan,
Anchal Rauthan, Sejal Singh, Kritika
Agarwal, Prabhnoor Kaur Saini, Atishi
Choudhary, Avni Kapoor.
th
V Row (L-R) :
Gundeep Kaur, Pavitt Maan,
Amritanshu Aghi, Isha Jaiswal, Mannat
Brar, Hazel Imam, Aysel Johns.
st

I Row (L-R) :
Miss Urmila Negi, Mrs. Reena Jolly
John, Miss Mridula Bhatt, Mrs. Nikhat
Khan, Mrs. Sarita Panjani (Class
Teacher), Sr. Stella (Principal),
Mr. Jolly John, Miss Candida Maria
Viegas, Miss Shalini Saxena,
Miss
Shraddha Singh.
nd
II Row (L-R) :
Mr. Prashant Sharma, Adhyatmika
Dhallor, Siya Verma, Khushi Nautiyal,
Divyanshi Fuloria, Mitanshi Jain, Navya
Agarwal, Michelle Meth Mai, Kushi
Mittal, Ananya Saxena, Prerna Kevat,
Mr.rd Ajay Raghuwanshi.
III Row (L-R) :
Prachi, Keya Parmar, Anamika Kothari,
Harshita Semwal, Jyotsna Arora, Gauri
Khanna, Muskan Ahuja, Khushi
Dhoundiyal, Dakshata Agarwal,
Harmeet Brar.
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Muniba Khan, Shubhi Rathore, Harshita
Sinha, Jashene Kaur, Tanya Gupta,
Aparna Kothari, Tanisha Gusain, Tenzin
Sherab, Gaurangi Agarwal, Sanya
Wadhwa.
Vth Row (L-R) :
Sheryl Arya, Muskan Agarwal, Debanshi
Rajput, Kaushiki Singh, Raksha Raj
Lakshmi, Ruhineet Kaur Ahuja,
Manaswee Sharma, Ciona Ann Jolly,
Anandini Gupta, Nidita.
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CLASS X B

CLASS XI
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Ist Row (L-R) :
Mrs. Reena J. John, Miss Mridula
Bhatt, Mrs. Nikhat Khan, Mr. Jolly John
(Class Teacher), Sr. Stella (Principal),
Mrs. Sarita Panjani, Miss Urmila Negi,
Miss Shalini Saxena, Miss Shraddha
Singh, Mr. Ajay Raghuvanshi.
nd
II Row (L-R) :
Miss Candida M. Viegas, Arnavi
Panwar, Diya Rawat, Kathyani Nyol,
Aakriti Rastogi, Kashish Kinger, Vrinda
Grover, Ritika Panwar, Anushka
Kulshreshtha, Tanya Bajaj,
Mr. Prashant Sharma.
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Anna Ayesha Khan, Mitali Anand,
Taarina T. Chandiramani, Aarya
Gupta, Shikha Tiwari, Yavnika Rawat,
Gul Alifia, Diksha Ranjan Prasad,
Japneet Kaur.
IVth Row (L-R) :
Pavani Tiwari, Aparaa Agarwal,
Charika Goyal, Anshika Rastogi,
Bushra Khalid, Snehi Gundev, Mauli
Jain, Aastha Gupta, Divya Beri, Prisha

Class Teacher : Miss Urmila Negi with
Miss Manju Singh
st
I Row (L-R) :
Konica Kumai, Isha Dhiman, Disha
Goswami, Pranshi Agarwal, Navya
Agarwal, Jessica Smith, Kamlakshi
Chawla, Samiksha Bhangu, Mansi Kohli,
Khushi Goel, Bhaavya Gupta, Gauri
Tandon.
nd
II Row (L-R) :
Jenifer Thomas, Arushi Lekhwar,
Diksha, Shrutika Rawat, Sonia Rana,
Bhawna Tewary, Akriti Dyani, Shivani,
Kanika Malik, Sofia Nathan, Riddhi
Talwar.
rd
III Row (L-R) :
Rishika Choudhary, Khushi Panwar,
Anie, Priya Gupta, Muskaan Malhotra,
Yaashvika Rawat, Sumidha Puri, Paridhi
Saklani, Ishi Isser, Khushi Juneja, Aditi
Gupta,
Saniya Kashyap.
IVth Row (L-R) :
Anjali Panwar, Mriganka Singh, Nandini
Tiwari, Kavya Kalra, Shreya Kashyap,
Apoorva Agarwal, Sakshi Choudhary,
Rupeet Kaur, Khyati Bisht, Ruhani
Duhan, Harbaksh Kaur, Divyanshi Arora.
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CLASS XII

II Row (L-R) :
Maria Goretti, Kanchan
Gupta, Marilyn Joseph,
Bharti Maan, Mehr Sehgal,
Somya Pansari, Christina
Acharva, Priya Panwar,
Khushreet K Maan,
Rakshita Krishali, Smaron
John, Palak Jain
IIIrd Row (L-R) :
Ayushi Dangwal, Glory Gill,
Parnika Agarwal, Vaidehi
Rawat, Joanna Joseph,
Sadaf Ahmed, Prerna
Anand, Tripti Kanojia,
Shagun Mittal, Saniya
Bangwal, Simran Badoni,
Vanshika Tiwari
IVth Row (L-R) :
Riya Ahmed, Vani Gupta,
Shrishty Sonkar, Sakshi
Jain, Nanki Drar, Prerna Raj,
Swanjal Kothari, Sukhman
K Brar, Mahika Malik,
Jessica Gabriel, Aditit
Garg, Humanpreet K Brar

nd

Ist Row (L-R) :
Mr. Ajay Raghuvanshi,
Miss Mridula Bhatt,
Miss Manju Singh, Miss
Urmila Negi, Sr. Stella Mary
(Principal), Mr. Mumtaz
Ahmed (Class Teacher),
Miss Uma Bisht,
Miss Shalini Saxena,
Mr. Prashant Kumar
Sharma, Mr. Nitin Kumar

THE
COMMUNITY

Standing L-R : Sr. Rose, Sr. Fatima, Sr. Stella (Principal), Sr. Charles (Superior), Sr. Damien, Sr. Gertrude, Sr. Scholastica

OFFICE
STAFF

Standing L-R : Mr. Rajinder Dutt, Mrs. Aradhana Gurung, Sr. Charles (Superior), Sr. Stella (Principal), Mr. Birandar S Rawat
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BOARDING
STAFF

Standing 1stndRow : Lorenza, Mrs. Anita Rosy, Sr. Charles (Superior), Sr. Stella (Principal), Ms. Aurora, Mrs. Kristina, Ms. Roshni
Standing II Row : Mrs. Lalita, Ms. Dorthy, Ms. Sally, Ms. Lima, Ms. Vironica

SUPPORT
STAFF
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TEACHING
STAFF

st

I Row (L-R) :
Miss Mridula Bhatt,
Mrs. Sudha Kothari,
Mrs. Nikhat Khan,
Sr. Charles (Superior),
Sr. Stella (Principal),
Sr. Rose,
Mrs. Pamposh Panwar,
Mrs. Sabita Tripathy
nd
II Row (L-R) :
Mrs. Rohini Nautiyal,
Mrs. Bhanu Godinho,
Mrs. Manju Singh,
Mrs. Shweta Gaur,
Mrs. Smita Arya,
Mrs. Rakhi Rana,
Mr. Prashant Sharma
rd
III Row (L-R) :
Mrs. Suruchi Chuhan,
Mrs. Jansi Rani,
Mrs. Reena J. John,
Miss Shalini Saxena,
Miss Nimmi Thiru,
Miss Shraddha Singh
th
IV Row (L-R) :
Miss Sheetal Thapa,
Miss Jolly Marina,
Miss Urmila Negi,
Mrs. Uma Bisht,
Mrs. Sarita Panjani,
Miss Candida Maria Viegas
th
V Row (L-R) :
Mr. Jolly John,
Mr. Madhukar Sharma,
Mr. Nitin Kumar,
Mr. Ajay Raghuvanshi,
Mr. Ritesh Bhattacharya,
Mr. Mumtaz Ahmed

INTER HOUSE BASKETBALL

Sub-Junior

Sub-Junior Team (Winner and Runner up)

INTER HOUSE BASKETBALL

Junior

Junior Team (Winner and Runner up)
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INTER HOUSE BASKETBALL

Intermediate Team (Winner and Runner up)

INTER HOUSE BASKETBALL

Senior

Senior Team (Winner and Runner up)
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INTER HOUSE BADMINTON

Team

Sub-Junior and Junior Team (Winner and Runner up)

INTER HOUSE BADMINTON

Intermediate and Senior Badminton Team (Winner and Runner up)
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INTER SCHOOL ATHLETICS

Team

Sub-Junior and Junior Team

INTER SCHOOL ATHLETICS

Team

Intermediate and Senior Team
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INTER SCHOOL CROSS COUNTRY

Sub-Junior and Junior Team

INTER SCHOOL CROSS COUNTRY

Intermediate and Senior Team
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INTER SCHOOL BASKETBALL

DISTRICT Athlectics
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Team

Team

68 bodies share

1

Soul

WRITER'S
Corner

We walked together,
We cried together,
In all ups and downs we were there
for each other
We fought a moment and laughed
the other.

HINDI ARTICLES
ENGLISH ARTICLES

Nature
THE warmth of the sun,
The calm of the quiet sea,
The pattering of the rain,
And the buzzing of the bees,
A place full of peace,
Which now is seen,
Is the life-giving nature,
With the lovely towering trees.
The most treasured gift
By the generous soul of nature,
Is forgotten by God’s creature,
The bright coloured butterfly
Can hardly be seen,
They are killing the animals
And the little honey bees.
There will be a time
When nature is not found,
Which will leave the earth
Dull and brown,
Before this happens
We need to realise,
The importance of nature
In our blind eyes.
GARVITA DOBHAL
CLASS IX A

Change comes after Acceptance

For the Love of

Our Joy was infinite,
It knew no number,
We did nonsense from sneaking out
till celebrating Halloween
And that nonsense where we made
median the mode and mode the
mean.
We got punished together,
Coz to walk in the line no one
would bother.
To escape the teachers we passed
chits,

No one knew why she was so hurt
Even though she was never to
blame
No one knew that she was hurt
Because she couldn’t meet her own
eyes with shame
To know you need to understand
and understanding like no other
Than your own mother
Universe exists to be known
But mentality has no change
It’s you who will have to change
But to change you need to dry your
own tears.
You know you will have to get over
your fears
Fear comes from you
It’s a thought born out of you
You may not have the guts to kill it
But you have the power to control it
To forget the pain is not clear away
your existence

They will always be there to
bring tears to our eyes, these
byes.
Spent 10 years together,
Some will come back, some
are having goodbyes forever.
From cross and zeroes on the
question papers,
To making aeroplanes with
geometry papers.
From the BINGO on the
blackboards,
To ‘take me home country
roads’
We rejoiced the moments
Some will stay, some will go
But “Picture abhi baki hai
mere dost”
United we stand,
United we live,
United we win.
As we are one for all and all
for one
WE MADE HISTORY
JAPNEET KAUR
CLASS X

To rage is not to bring destruction
To fail is not to stop igniting
Because you need to let them know
That you are still fighting.
To flatter is not to shed your leaves
But to cave in shows that you are weak
To fear oblivion?
Be the merest of all
But to start reminiscing hurts the
hardest of all
To accept the infinity of the truth
infinite
Is to bring change in the inflection
caused by this riot
To change you need to accept yourself
Because change comes after
acceptance
And this universal truth you must
entertain.
ISHA JAISWAL
IX B
February Activities | The Waverlite 2018

It is not me,
But the world atFault...

HIDDEN

Face

She hides her face behind a veil,
She struggles to put an end to torture and rape.
She tries her best to be brave,
She passes through sleepless nights,
For justice she craves.
Despite of knowing everything’s correct place,
She is called naïve.
She is called foolish,
But she is wide awake.
She is a mother, a daughter, a sister,
But her job is only to nurture and raise.
She holds painful scars,
She ages before time.
She sacrifices for her family,
It isn’t easy to walk on thorns for miles.
No one can understand her,
In her pool of thoughts alone she dives.
She doesn’t want costly gifts,
For love and affection she dies.
For help and support,
She shouts and cries.
But she is always misunderstood,
And used and thrown aside.
She is a mother, a daughter, a sister.
She longs to open her wings and fly,
She no longer wishes to hide,
She wishes to make her own identity,
She no longer wishes to walk behind,
JAPNEET KAUR
XB
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My connection with this world goes down and deep
Thoughts like rainwater, inside earth’s core seep.
It’s me with whom you play, you laugh, cry and eat
But yet, you dare to crush me under your feet?
You hinder my courage, everyday my soul is broken
But I think to you it seems it is for me an appreciated token.
If I perish, your world will come to a halt
For it is not me, but the world at fault.
Come to me, I will embrace you
Cause it is not everyone that I love, it’s very few.
With a new day, I turn onto a page which is fresh and new
But my joys evaporate like drops of dew
Cause, you seem to rub on my wounds like salt
For it is not me, but the world at fault.
“you are a girl, be to the point and precise
Watch out what you wear and remember of what size!”
“oh! You are a woman, be polite and kind”
But remember it is not my clothes that need to be changed.
It is you, who needs a change of mind.
And look yet again,
Ii is not me but the world at fault.
For you, I might be a ‘Beauty with no brain’
But I hold a character, and yours stinks like a drain.
I may seem to you like a broken vault
But hello mister! It’s you and your world at fault.
I carry a whole damn world in my womb
You look at me and build a joyous tomb.
For, when I fail to bring someone as wild as you
I bring a victim of assault.
And you prove for the umpteenth time
That it is not me but the world at fault.
The day I disappear
I know, for you it will be a day of joy and cheer
But you will crave for me, you will give a call
But I will not come! No, not at all
Then you will realise
It was, it is and it will be
YOU AND YOUR GODFORSAKEN WORLD AT FAULT.
- ANAA AYESHA KHAN
XB

The Lord of

Greed

Love forBooks

Ever since I was little
I read books old and new
Long time has passed
Still waiting for them to come true
At the age of eight,
I checked every wardrobe in the house
To find the doorway to Narnia
But.. I only found mice.
At the age of ten,
I checked my mailbox
But no letter to Hogwarts came.
Now I am twelve,
But no satyr has arrived.
Maybe I am pretty normal
Or I am reading too many books
Whatever it is
Dreams still come true…..
ANUSHKA SINGH
VIII-B

The Road not taken

Alone

You walk alone on this road
Never knowing the end
There is a lot of load
Sometimes all you need is a friend
The one who clears yours doubt
And be your only light
Who helps you in your twists and turns
And keeps you from falling
But beware this world is dangerous
She might be stuck in another world
All you need to do
Is reach out your hand
So you can return the favour
They once gave you.
ANUSHKA SINGH
VIII-B

They knew nothing about the mad rage
Hidden behind the sunlight.
They watched it dance
As it took away their sight.
It mustn’t be so proud of your pride!
That the flower you bloom dies.
You mustn’t let go of those
Who stood with you in your demise.
Just as the silent night whispers in your ears
Unaccountable accounts of mystery
That no one knows of, no one speaks about
I now whisper the same story to youShe, who you thought was dead is still alive!
She is alive in the heart of her mother
She is alive in the soul of her father
She is alive in the land that is still
She is alive in the memories of her killer…
She walks on the land where you live
And pleads for mercy the same way she did
You took away her trust and gave her your faith
Under the light of the full moon
You turned out to be a snake
How foster can be your feelings that betray you
When you know not how lowly is your own truth
Pray, but you won’t be heard
The shrine where you pray is situated in utmost vacancy,
Where there is no God, no serenity.
It’s where the devils speak
Behind the statue of the Beheaded Angel
Now stands the Lord of Greed,
Who traps the soul of the mighty bird
Longing to be freed….
ISHA JAISWAL
CLASS IX B
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TEARFUL

Eye

This little heart of mine
Is in everybody’s control
Whoever finds it break it and go
What do they think, I don’t feel bad?
I keep crying day and night, but my tears never stop.
Don’t cry for those people who don’t value your tears
If we cry then we will prove,
That our emotions are in somebody else’s control.
Don’t cry don’t feel bad and,
Show that their attitude is of no use in front of us
Just concentrate on your dreams
Not on those people who will just come and go.
Nobody will stay with you for your whole life
But only our dreams will.
And tell them;Take me as I am, or watch me as I go.
CHAHAT PUPNEJA
VII-A

THE REAL

Me

I might be tough at times
But I am easy to get through,
I am standing on a hill all alone
Wondering why I’m not able to prove
What I’m really supposed to.
Just have a look at the real me
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There comes a point
when even

Small Things Matter
There comes a point when even small things matter,
There comes a phase when all hopes shatter.
Destiny gets turns unexpected,
And our joy knows bounds and is limited.
Some people don’t understand the promises they make,
Some don’t realise the value of things till they lose them.
At times reality hurts so much that you start daydreaming,
And daydream means so much that reality doesn’t have a meaning.
Times comes when you fear and walk in shadows,
And soon the skies break down and darkness follows.
Throughout you gather regrets and guilt
And when they gather your world flips.
You gather hatred and everything seems fake,
And you go around looking for support you take.
There comes a time when your only light is stolen,
There comes a point where revenges are woven.
There is a point where courage is taken away,
And everything feels like giving up is the only way.
JAPNEET KAUR
CLASS X
And then you will understand
Who I actually ought to be.
Just give me a chance
And perceive my real being,
Maybe I’m able to turn upside down
Of what wrong you’re seeing.
I’ve tried my best
To keep away from the rest
Still, in your sight
I’ve failed the test.
Yet, though in this competitive mystery,
I’ve made my imperative history!
On my way back to termination,
Let me have my true recognitionFor I’m a prodigy of dynamism
Because I’m just and just ‘The REAL’
And ‘The Only One’ with life filled with optimism.
JENNIFER JOHN
IX A

AS THE SINNERS

Crawl
The truth was untold
Lies in the vein
sworn to secrecy
On an unstoppable train
some secrets must unfold
While some should never be told
A reputation to keep
Take assurance must speak
A crime to hide
slandering to rise
Must these criminals not hesitate
their souls shall reap in the
Mortifying hell down deep.
A criminal looks at a criminal
In the mirror of obscenity
Oh! there stands the patron of sins
the reason why he must not speak.
Mortals remain to inspire other mortals to be remembered
By the assurance of remembering them.
What's done must be done for your benefit they speak
Oh! there goes the sinner adding to his sins.
He bribes the mortals with his great speech
Does he mean a thing he speaks
Or is he defining his own mortality.
Now opens the door to hell
Who must enter who must not
Decision's neither mine nor yours
Betrays your own mind that the time was yours.
Time betrays as the sinners crawl.
ISHA JAISWAL
CLASS IX B

THE INDIA OF

my Dreams
The India of my Dreams is,
Where we all are blessed with all our needs.
Free from poverty.
Where no children should be,
Starving in their home,
Where no children should be,
Running around asking for money.
Where women are respected,
Women are not discriminated,
Where women are safe.
Free from all the crimes
where there is equality of gender
Men and women are treated equally
given equal opportunities
And respect each other.
This is the India of my Dreams.
Where there is no war
Not against other countries
And against different religions
where not only women as well as
Men and children are safe.
This is the India of my Dreams
The Dream which every citizen of India has.
The question now arises
Now can we build up this India?
Though many of us speak about the answer to this
But do we put it into action
Some might have
But they are not enough
Not enough to bring a change.
The change in our country
Can only be brought
If we all come together.
And this can be done only
If there is equality
As well as unity among us.
If we come together
We the citizens of India
Can make this country
The India of our Dreams.
-AADRIKA P. GUPTA
CLASS IX A
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If I'm the Sun
You're the Moon
If you're the words
Then I'm the tune
If you're the heart
Then I'm the beat
Somehow together
We're complete
There are times
My world is crumbling
And the rain is
crashing down
But everywhere you are
The Sun comes out
Even when you're gone
I feel you close
You'll always be the one
I love the most
And anytime, anywhere
That you need anything
Just COUNT ME IN...
(A dedication to my sister Karman Hayer)

SHEWolf

-Pavitt Mann
Class IX B

Our SecondParents

Taken away from her loving home
Taken away from her human mortality
On a full moon she will be known
On a new moon she will be forgotten
By day she serves the earth.
By night she serves the moon.
In her mind she is caged bird
In her heart she is a free wolf
An hour tells her to go.
A whisper tells her to stay
The human within her calls for the sun
The curse keeps her trapped
A promise pushes her on.
One day she will return home
One day she will break away

-ISHITA BHANDARI
CLASS IX A

The ones who teach us how to live in this brutal world, the ones who spend
their lives trying to make us perfect, the ones who are always busy trying to
make our future bright.
Yes, I'm talking about teachers - Our second parents. Many poets and writers
have paid homage to their teachers in the most beautiful manner, realising that
who they are is totally because of the hard work and guidance of their teachers.
According to Philip Wylie,
'One good teacher in a lifetime may sometimes
change a delinquent into a solid citizen.'
There was a time when a teacher was considered next to God. Students blindly
obeyed their teachers knowing that what they were doing was solely for their own good.
This age old tradition of 'guru-shishya' has completely changed in the Modern World. Students no longer respect their teachers as their
'guru'. Many start threatening and disrespecting their teachers each time that they are scolded or pulled up for sloppiness. This makes
teachers also afraid to correct students because they know it can even cost them their jobs. But, do the students of today even realise
why teachers want to correct their students in the first place. The simple answer is that they want you to rise. They want you to be
someone who is greater than them so that they can tell the world with pride, 'THIS IS MY STUDENT'. You will never find anyone in
your life except your teachers and parents who will correct you when you are wrong, guide you onto the right path and keep pushing
you till you realise your true potential. Parents are related to you by blood so it is their duty to take care of you. But teachers take on the
role of nurturers as soon as a student is enrolled in school. They spend their lives in making us become the best that we can be. Their
scoldings must be regarded as their blessings. Someone scolds you only when they love you and they want you to be successful in life.
Besides giving us knowledge, they also embibe in us values that make us better human beings. In return they ask for nothing except
hardwork and respect. So let us take a pledge as students to respect our teachers in the same way that we respect our parents. Let us
bring back the 'guru-shishya' bond so that teachers can regain their position as the Gods of learning.
SHIRLEY ATUL
CLASS IX A
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You have to
Travel on the path
On which you have to
No matter what.
You may sometimes get
Influenced, Distracted or such
But you must always remember to,
Travel on the path
On which you have to.
A time may come when nothing
Seems to be correct,
Except some silly friendship.
That may affect you,
In many different ways.
But you must always remember to
Travel on the path
On which you have to
In this world,
Some people might let you down,
Some even might save you.
But it is upto you,
what you want to choose
I chose the one suggested
By my respected one
Coz even I was, the influenced one.
And now the life
Seems to have changed
As I in the middle, had forgotten
The path on which
I travelled had changed.
But now, never, ever
I would repeat the same.
NANDINI NEGI
CLASS IX A

AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

Waverley
I am a temple of knowledge, a colosseum of learning and a playground of
memories. I was born to disseminate knowledge, imbibe values and mould
characters.
I am Convent of Jesus and Mary, Waverley, located in the Queen of HillsMussoorie. In 1845 the daughters of St. Claudine Thevenet decided to
establish me as a boarding school for girls. For 173 years, I have been
performing the duty entrusted to me with utmost love and dedication. I only
exist because of my beloved students who are spread across the globe,
excelling in every field. I look at them with the feeling of a proud Mother who
is watching her children soar and touch the skies.
All my ex-students miss me and their memories of me remain fresh in their
minds for decades. Whenever they return to my portals to share their
achievements and refresh their memories, I beam with satisfaction. I am their
second home to which they can return forever more. I will stand on this hill for
Centuries to come, watching generations pass through my loving hands.
I will stand the testament of time fulfilling the dream of St. Claudine Thevenet
through the eyes of my children.
SANSKRITI RAWAT
CLASS IX A
Big city they say it is,
but can these big lights
eradicate the darkness that
prevails inside.
Sometimes silence is so loud,
My shouts get suppressed by
the big dark city.
My heart screams inside
but it is silenced by the
virtue of civilization
as I walk in the concrete
jungle, I see thousands of faces

DARKNESS

Travel on the
Path on which

staring at me, made of
stone, cannot be broken.
I still walk ahead everyday
keeping my heart and head
strong
because life never stops for
anyone.
I am not alone,
Many face the same darkness
each day.
ARNAVI PANWAR
CLASS X B
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An Ode to 10'ers 2K18

Ten years have passed
in a finger's snap,
It's time for me to move on
out of this nurturing lap.
Life has been a
roller coaster ride,
with silly pranks
and fights for pride.
The journey from
Class one to ten,
a lifetime of Memories
that's what it's been
From runny noses
and tearful cries,
to graceful catwalks
in elegant strides.
I see a transformation
in my peers and I,
as I fondly look back
with a nostalgic sigh.
Oh friends, what a perfect
blend are we,
To have lived lives
so happy and carefree.
Whether at work
or at play,
We always found time
to whittle away.
Whether it was bunking
Classes near the water taps,
or taking notes in a hurry
with alarming gaps.
Scribbling on boards
in our free time,
or making up some
silly rhyme.
Playful pranks on
each other we played,
sometimes from the
straight and narrow path we strayed.
We struggled to finish
notes and assignments,
spent hours cramming formulaes
that put us in predicaments.
Final exams and periodic tests
time lapsed with no rests.
Regrets and lamentations
for classes spent in a daze
dates, theorems, equations
all mixed up in a haze.
Snatching lunch boxes
always more delicious than ours
Making secret birthdays cakes with milk
powder and chocolate bars.
Wiping Nutella jars absolutely clean
Was something that could never keep us lean
Now that its time for us to part,
We'll carry these memories,
deep withing our heart.
SIYA VERMA
CLASS X A
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TrueFriends

When I laughed, you'd laughed with me
At silly things when I cried, you'd be there to console me
You're by my side since days, months and years
That's why when I'm with you, I'm away from all my fears
You're really someone special is my life
We both were always together even after so much strife
We were so proud of ourselves just like shining stars and diamonds
I smile when I think of the time I've spent with you
We were so close to each like a paper to a glue!
I know we've faced many hard times
Sometimes they were as hard as digging coal mines.
But we were happy sitting side by side.
At the end of day, everything was right.
But again not letting memories of your sweet face fade
Separation was the thing that made me afraid
I loved those days, I don't know how you will,
I don't know how I will, control myself when the time will come...
When the time will come and we'll scatter,
The time will come when our friendship won't matter!
AASTHA GUPTA
CLASS X B

I'm theOne

They often ask, who's the one with a funny bun,
And I say I'm the one.
They say the dance she does is
understood by none,
I can sing, dance and run, the
only thing I can't do is learn,
And that's why I say I'm the one.
They often ask who is the one who roams,
from noon to the sitting sun,
And I say I'm the one.
The taunt me, they mock me,
they make so much fun,
I say, I've had enough of it,
and now I'm done,
And now I won't change for anyone,
As I know I was the one,
I am the one,
And I'll be the only one.

SHERYL ARYA
CLASS X A

Begging

-A
Social
Malice
"Your generosity can make a person a beggar for life"

It might be just yesterday that we would have given a beggar a five rupee coin but did we ever think of what such a thing would
actually lead to? In our country, we come across many beggars, even though they are not in the same proportion in all the states. We
consider them to be those hands who ask us for help and many of us do show some generosity and help them. But do we ever think of
problems we are creating or rather enhancing? Begging can be used as a source by which the beggars earn but not through hard work
but the mere shaking of hands. When these people realise that money can be produced without much difficulty, they decide to take up
the "profession" of begging because they do not care for themselves or those around them, so begging leads to disinterestedness due
to which the income of the country is hindered. Its only the working population of the country that contributes to its economic growth.
Such people earn money and use it, which in some way or the other contribute to the economic growth. Contrary to this, beggars get
money even though they did not earn it and in turn do not give anything to the society. Therefore, in order to ensure a continuous
development of the society and that each person is able to discover his potential, the government should take strict measures against
begging. Also, due to this social evil the future of many kids is destroyed as they are forced to beg. Such people who take up cheap
drugs which, finally, damages their brain completely and destroys the person from in and out. Begging also leads to many other
criminal activities such as, kidnaping kids or destroying some of the people's body parts to generate sympathy. Some women are
taken away to prostitution centres while the men beg on the streets. A large number of beggars also become pick pockets.
The Government should also try to eliminate begging but in turn also provide them with a certain amount of money so that they can
start some new business. These people can live a much better life through their personal attitude, will-power as well as through
government and people's cooperation.
CIONA ANN JOLLY
CLASS X A

My Role Model

-My
Daddy
The one who taught me how to walk,
With my little finger clutched in his hand
The one who taught me how to ride a bicycle,
The one who loved me the most.
The one who is my superhero no matter what happens
I call him - Papa. That's the best word I could've spoken.
I'm like a sparkle in his life,
He's the shine in my eyes,
I'm his princess,
He's my king.
Everybody has their superman, batman and spiderman.
But I have him whom I call - Dad
My superhero and my best friend.
JASHENE KAUR
CLASS X A

Hate the

Sin,
Not the
Sinner

Man and his deed are two distinct things. A good deed is always
approbated whereas a bad deed is disapprobated. The person
who does these deeds, good or bad, always deserves respect or
pity. They say "Don't judge a book by its Cover", I feel one should
also not be judged on the basis of one of his/her action. The
situation in which the door was, may not be known. Judging
someone on the basis of their committed sin is erroneous.
Some people may commit a sin for the greater good of others.
After all, even great people end up in jail. The effects of the sin
may or may not last long, but the sinner must be given another
chance to life, "Life is all about second chances." Hate the sin but
pity or respect the sinner, as the case may be. Every organism
deserves respect, that is the least one deserves.
PRERNA KEWAT
CLASS X A
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When someone says the word 'Super hero' what do you think
about? We think of these people with super human powers. Most of
us immediately think of 'Batman', 'Spiderman', 'Wonder Woman'
etc. So basically we think of these protagonists from DC and Marvel
Comics. The image of a person wearing a superhero suit, a mask to
hide their identity and most importantly 'a cape' is formed in our
minds. But we forget the actual superheroes, the real superheroes
in our lives who neither have a mask nor a cape. In our everyday
lives there are so many superheroes among us. These superheroes
don't always have cool masks instead they have wrinkles, scars
and wounds. These people are around us, they are one of us but we ignore them. In our search to find fictional superheroes we don't
notice the real heroes. These people are the ones who have protected us from every dangers. These real superheroes are our parents,
the soldiers, the firefighters, everyone who have helped us even in small situations. These are the real heroes who have 'NO CAPES'.
TENZIN SHERAB
CLASS X A

No Capes

You're fat, you're ugly, you're worthless
These may be first words to you
But these are more like strokes of swords.
I want to forget every word that you said
But your voice in my head is constantly there.
Making me regret everyday that I wake up,
hoping and wishing my life would just end.
But I wake up with a smile on my face pretending
I'm okay, I'm strong and fine
On the inside I'm crying, weeping and screaming
But outside I am stronger than the strongest could be.
I don't know how much longer I can take this
To you this may be fun and games
But to me its a prison
I'm a waste of space
I don't deserve to live
I'm disgusting, I'm worthless
I don't deserve to live
Nobody cares, nobody loves me
I don't deserve to live
I'm a monster, a mistake
I don't deserve to live
But I hear a voice inside me
telling me who I'm meant to be
that I could be the best version of me.
I now know how to stand my ground
I've cried enough
I won't let that happen again
You shoot me down but I'll get up
I'm stronger than you think I am
so don't waste your time on me
you might have brought me down a bit
But I will continue to F.L.Y.
This is me
and I'm proud of who I am.
just the way I am.
MANASWEE SHARMA
CLASS X A

This
is
Me
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MATHEMATICS

I have to face a dreadful time throughout the year,
As Maths to me was always a fear,
I am candid so I confess,
In maths examination I always created a mess.
I always got the fit of giddiness,
Whenever I thought of my results where my
marks were usually quite less.
I everyday had to deal with the horrific
situations of dangerous,
quadratic equations, geometry, trignometery,
algebra and mensuration
After seeing the word problems my problems
became infinite,
and my confessions were like in a graph
in which the lines coincide.
My friends faces seemed to me like a sphere in the air
and whenever I saw something new I tried to
recognize if it was a cone, cylinder or a terrible hemisphere.
Profits which I got, probably due to maths in
a snap were lost, when instead of Euclids Algorithm
I confidently in my paper wrote Pythagoras theorem.
How ever much I tried I couldn't succeed,
and now I had to concede
Then I realized it was the time to multiply and add all my hard work,
as the great 'Maths' required practice and smart work.
One fine morning getting ready for school I got up
from my cubical bed,
with my cylindrical pencil which did not have a lead
And when I reached the school I was stunned to see
the fraction hundred upon hundred in Mathematics!!!
KEYA PARMAR
CLASS X A

There comes a point where even small things matter,
There comes a phase when all hopes shatter.
Destiny gets turns unexpected,
and our joy knows bounds and is limited.
Some people don't understand the promises they make when they make them,
and some don't realize the value of things till they lose them.
At times reality hurts so much that you start day dreaming,
and day dreams mean so much that reality doesn't have a meaning.
Time comes when you fear and walk in shadows,
and soon the skies break down and darkness follows.
Throughout you gather regrets and guilts,
and when they get collected your world takes a flip.
You gather hatred and everything seems fake,
And you go around looking for the support that you take.
There comes a time where your only light is stolen,
there comes a point where sevenges are woven.
There is a point where courage is taken away,
and everything feels like giving up is the only way.
JAPNEET KAUR
CLASS X B

Time

My Parents

Dad, Dad oh my lovely dad
who makes me happy when I'm sad
Working in the rain and in the snow,
With the temperature high or low.
He loves me and helps me in every way he can,
And to tell you honestly, he's a hardworking man.
But my dad is incomplete without my mother kind.
She's a lady with a gentle heart and a calm mind.
She helps me to get ready for school
Works all day remaining happy and cool
She solves my problems as a simple care,
Which brings joy and a bright smile on my face.
My parents are the two strong pillars of my family of five,
Without them I can never imagine my life.

o

O Mother,
You can take the place,
of all others,
But your place can be;
taken by none other.
You are the thread,
that binds us together;
And you are more precious,
to me than a sister, dad or brother.
O Mother
You are a woman,
Like no other;
You scold me,
You shout at me,
But still you LOVE ME,
Unconditionally.
There are no words,
to describe your sacrifices.\
O Mother
God sent you to me,
as a special gift from above.
To teach me life's lesson
and shower me with LOVE
O MOTHER
GARGI PARMAR
CLASS VIII A

Mother

My School

Teacher
BHAVYA GARG
CLASS VIII B

Death

before
Life
Before she could get a life it was taken away;

Before she was even born she was murdered;
Before she could fly, her wings of hope were cut down;
Before she could even smile, into darkness she was pulled down;
Before she could spread her light she was caged;
Before getting happiness her soul was torn apart;
Before she could offer someone her loving heart, it was thrown away;
Before she could get a life it was taken away.
GAURANGI AGARWAL
CLASS X A

My school teachers
are very nice,
They correct us when
we are not right.
They tell us what
is wrong and right,
They always give
us good advice.
My school teachers
are very nice,
even though we trouble
them and that's not nice.
They always come to console
When a child cries,
I don't know about the rest
My school teacher's are the best!
AANYA PAL
CLASS VI A
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esjs firk thfor gSa

,d

dgkuh
tc eSa cSBh fy[kus dks
;kn vk;h ,d dgkuh crkus dks
ckrsa ubZ iqjkuh] cgqr Fkha lqukus dks
I;klk dkSvk] pkykd cUnj] I;kjs ckiw] pkpk usg:
jkek;.k] egkHkkjr lcdh dgkfu;k¡ dkQh Fkh crkus dks
dkdk dh] nknk dh] pUnk ekek dh]
dkdh dh tks pyh pus Hkqukus dks
dye idM+h] yxh lkspus]
ysfdu xehZ cgqr Fkh lrkus dks
nks 'kCn Hkh u fy[ks fd ek¡ dh QVdkj iM+h
os vk;h Fkha eq>s cqykus dks
dgkfu;k¡ cgqr gSa lquus lqukus] fy[kus fy[kkus dks
nknh dh] 'kknh dh] isM+ dh] xkSjS;k dh] fdlku dh
Hkxoku dh
vHkh pyh ugkus dksA
&t+gu lsfB;k
d{kk N v

I;kj dh

ifjHkk"kk

I;kj gS ,d ,slk vglkl] tc rd gksrk
bldk vkHkkl
;knksa esa Mwc dj ge jg tkrs
I;kj gS ,d ,slk ifjUnk &
tks mM+ Hkh tk, rks Hkh
?kj fny esa cuk ysrk gSA
I;kj gS] ,d ygjkrk lkxj]
xgjkbZ ftldh ge uki ugha ikrsA
I;kj gS rks] I;kjk yxrk gS lalkj
thuk vxj eqf'dy gS rks rkdr
cudj vkrk gS I;kj
MkaV esa Hkh fdlh dh fNik gS I;kj]
gj gky esa thuk fl[kkrk gS I;kjA

esjh ,d eqLdku ikik ds psgjs ij ys vkrh tku
j[kus dks mudk eku
yxk nw¡xh th tku
tks esjs ,d b'kkjs ij lc ykus dks gSa rS;kjA
fQj eq>s D;k deh\
mUgha ds lgkjs p<+ tkÅ¡
lQyrk dh lhf<+;k¡ pkjA
eSa Hkyk D;ksa jksÅa\
esjs firk esjs lkFk gSaA
I;kj ls QSys muds nks etcwr gkFk gSaA
esjs gj loky dk gy <w¡< ykrs gSa os
esjs gj nq[k esa lq[k Hkj ykrs gSa os
eSa Hkyk D;ksa mUgsa lrkÅ¡\
esjs fy, th tku yqVkrs osA
mUgksaus eq>s nh lkal gS]
iwjh d#¡ eSa Hkh mudh tks eq>ls vkl gSA
D;ksafd mudk vkSj esjk
fj'rk gh dqN [kkl gSA
&,aty ;wul
d{kk lkr c

esjs

firk

&Js;k pksuk
d{kk vkB v
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vki lHkh lksp jgs gksaxs fd ;g dSlh ckr eSa vkidks crk jgh
gw¡ fd esjs firk thfor gSa] blesa crkus tSlh D;k ckr gS\
ysfdu esjs lkFk dqN vyx ckr gSA esjs firk thfor gSa
ysfdu flQZ esjs ân; esaA Qjojh 2017 dks iM+s fny ds nkSjs
us mUgsa eq>ls Nhu fy;kA eSa D;k! ?kj esa lHkh mnkl jgus
yxsA esjh nknh o ekrkth us fgEer u gkjhA ek¡ crkrh gSa fd
tc esjk tUe gqvk rks tks lcls vf/kd [kq'k gq, os esjs firk
gh FksA vkt Hkh ek¡ dks [kq'kh ls pedrh mudh vk¡[ksa ;kn gSaA
esjs chekj iM+us ij os jkr Hkj tkxrsA esjh lykerh ds fy,
Qrsgiqj lhdjh esa mUgksaus eUur Hkh ekuh Fkh ij vius vki
lyker u jg ik,¡xs rc mUgsa dgk¡ ekywe Fkk\ g¡luk]
pyuk] cksyuk] lgh xyr esa varj le>uk lc dqN rks
mUgksaus eq>s fl[kk;kA le; chrrk tk jgk gSA vkt muds
fgLls dh ftEesnkjh Hkh ek¡ fuHkk jgh gSA eSa Hkh D;ksa u mudh
mEehnksa ij [kjh mr:¡\ vo'; gh eSa Hkh mUgsa ,d vPNh
yM+dh o vPNh csVh cudj fn[kkÅ¡xhA firkth us tks lius
esjs fy, ns[ks Fks mUgsa iwjk d:¡xh Hkys gh esjs firk eq>s
NksM+dj tk pqds gSa ysfdu esjs ân; esa os vkt Hkh thfor gSaA
mUgha ds vk'khokZn ls eSa viuk Hkfo"; l¡okjuk pkgrh gw¡A
&fgjy dkSj lsBh
d{kk lkr c

ft+Unxh

jksdj g¡luk] g¡l&g¡ldj d"V lguk fl[kkrh gS
ft+Unxh]
fxjdj mBuk mBdj pyuk Hkh fl[kkrh gS ft+UnxhA
fxjus ls er Mjuk rqe dHkh
;s ft+Unxh dh 'kq:vkr gS vHkh
fxjksxs] mBksxs thou esa vkxs c<+ ikvksxs rHkhA
vkxs c<+ jgh gS nqfu;k]
:d x, rqe rks ihNs NwV tkvksxsA
vdsys th ikvksxs ;g Hkze NksM+ks lHkh]
fQj lc rqEgkjs vkSj rqe lcds gks tkvksxsA
&iyd pkS/kjh
d{kk ukS c

lPph f'k{kk

f'k{kk ,d vkthou
pyus okyh ifzØ;k gAS
f'k{kk flQZ d{kk ;k
fo|ky; eas gh ugha
izkIr dh tkrhA
fo|ky; eas ikzIr f'k{kk
dk]s v/;kidkas }kjk
fl[kk, thou eYw;kas
dks ;fn ge thou eas ugha mrkjrs ;k vey eas ugha ykrs rks bldk
vFkZ gS fd ge lk{kj rks gaS fdUrq f'kf{kr ugha dgyk ldrAs
okLro esa fo|kFkhZ thou esa dqN fdrkcksa dk v/;;u dj ijh{kk
ikl dj ysuk gh lPph f'k{kk ugha gSA tc ge ekrk&firk ds
izfr] NksVs HkkbZ cguksa ds izfr viuk dÙkZO; fuHkkrs gSa] cM+ksa dk
vknj djrs gSa o NksVksa ls Lusg j[krs gSa] viuh lkeF;Z ds
vuqlkj ?kj ds NksVs&cM+s dk;ksZa esa ifjokj ds cM+s lnL;ksa dk
gkFk c¡Vkrs gSa] ns'k ds izfr izse dh Hkkouk j[krs gSa o lekt ds
izfr lpsr jgrs gSa] i'kq if{k;ksa ls izse djrs gSa] bZ'oj dks eu esa
j[krs gSa rks le> ysuk pkfg, fd geus lPph f'k{kk ik;h gSA
lPph f'k{kk gesa ln~ekxZ ij pyus ds fy, izsfjr djrh gSA flQZ
v{kj Kku dks lPph f'k{kk dk uke ugha fn;k tk ldrkA

eq>s viuk, j[kuk

ekr`Hkwfe

ek¡ tUe rqeus eq>s fn;k
ikyk&ikslk jksbZ eSa
fny rqEgkjk fi?ky x;kA
rqeus eq>s I;kj fn;k
jkr&fnu esjk nqykj fd;kA
eSaus vutkus esa rqEgsa fdrus nq%[k ns Mkys
rqeus eq>ls gh fNikdj
vius vk¡lw pqids ls iksaN MkysA
eSa rqEgkjh uUgha lh ijh gw¡]
eq>s viuk, j[kuk
ikik! vkidh Hkh eSa xqfM+;k gw¡]
Hkys gh vkQ+r dh iqfM+;k gw¡A
ij vkidh Hkh eSa uUgha fpfM+;k gw¡A
dkty] esagnh yxkdj dy mM+ tkÅ¡xh
vkidks cgqr ;kn vkÅ¡xhA
vkidks cgqr ;kn vkÅ¡xh
fQj Hkh eq>s viuk, j[kuk
lius esjs ltk, j[kukA
&ek'oh
d{kk lkr c

&lkUoh ik.Ms;
d{kk vkB v
esjh ekr`Hkwfe dks esjk oanu gS]
bldh feV~Vh&/kwy egdrk panu gSA
[ksy&[ksy] ftldh xksnh ds iyus esa]
jgh >wyrh] iyh] iSjksa ij [kM+h gqbZA
ftlds vkleku ds uhps vk¡py esa]
eSa uV[kV] papy f'k'kq bruh cM+h gqbZA
ftlus esjs fy, lgk lc] dgk u dqN]
lkS&lkS ckj mls esjk vfHkuanu gSA
ckfydk gw¡] ij ohj Hkkjr dh oa'kt gw¡A
'ksjksa ds eq¡g Q+kM+ nk¡r fn[kyk nw¡xhA
esjs gkFk lqjf{kr HkO; eqdqV fgefxfj vkSj
lqjf{kr vfMx fla/kq&flagklu gSA
eSa jksyh ls ugha] mlh dh feV~Vh ls
fryd yxkrh gw¡ vius ekFks ij
eSa tks dqN gw¡ lc bldh gh gw¡
bldks gh esjk loZLo lefiZr gSA
&gjcD'k dkSj] d{kk ukS
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vk x;k nksckjk
[ksy fnol iqjkuk
dHkh /kwi] dHkh Nk¡o
VªSd ij nkSM+rs ik¡o
ns[k xekZxeZ [kkuk]
rqjar cuk;k eSaus u nkSM+ ikus dk cgkuk
mEehn ij ikuh fQjuk] ckfj'k dk u vkuk
vk¡[kksa esa uhan ij dSIVu dh Mk¡V ij ljiV nkSM+ tkuk
rst vkSj rst Hkkxuk
tad u [kkus dh fgnk;r
vk x;k nksckjk [ksy fnol iqjkukA
rirh xehZ] dkys xky
gkFk esa Nkrk] xehZ ls csgky
de vkjke vkSj ilhus dk cguk
ekpZ ikLV ds fy, Mªe dk ctkuk
vk x;k nksckjk [ksy fnol iqjkukA
pkgs feys thr ;k gkjus dh lt+k
vkrk gS blds ckn NqfV~V;ksa dk vyx gh et+kA
laxhr dk ctuk
eSnku dk ltuk
iqjLdkj dk feyuk] ekrk&firk dk vkuk
[kkuk vkSj f[kykuk
vk x;k nksckjk [ksy fnol iqjkukA
&xfoZrk MksHkky
d{kk ukS v

cPps
cPps fo|ky; esa vkrs i<+us
i<+uk vkSj fy[kuk lh[kus
vPNs vkSj cqjs dk vFkZ le>us
ukpuk vkSj xkuk xkus
cPps fo|ky; esa vkrs i<+us
dHkh [ksyrs] dHkh >wyrs
dHkh nkSM+rs] dHkh Hkkxrs
dHkh iM+ tkrs fdlh ds ihNs
NksVh lh ckr ij yx tkrs yM+us
cPps fo|ky; esa vkrs i<+us
g¡lrs cksyrs Hkkxrs ;s Åij uhps
[ksy [ksyrs rjg&rjg ds
[ksy esa /kDdk] [ksy esa eqDdk
idM+rs fdlh dks v¡f[k;k¡ ehps
dHkh djsa ;s 'kSrkuh
dHkh djsa euekuh
dHkh cukrs nksLr vkSj dHkh yxrs muls gh fHkM+us
cPps fo|ky; esa vkrs i<+usA
&vkU;k ikWy
d{kk N v

vkRelgk;rk

vkRelgk;d gksuk ;kfu viuh lgk;rk vius vki djuk vius vki esa ,d cM+h ckr
gSA vkRelgk;d O;fDr esa os xq.k gksrs gSa ftuds cy ij og u dsoy Lo;a dh cfYd
nwljksa dh lgk;rk djus dh Hkkouk Hkh vius eu esa j[krk gSA ;g ,d egRroiw.kZ ckr
gS D;ksafd tc O;fDr viuh gh lgk;rk ugha djrk vius dk;Z nwljksa ds Hkjksls NksM+rk
gS rks nwljksa dh lgk;rk djus dk [;ky mlds eu ls dkslksa nwj jgrk gSA bl xq.k
ds cy ij O;fDr thou esa fdlh Hkh pqukSrh dk fgEer ls lkeuk djrs gSaA

eSa vki lHkh ls ;gh dguk pkgrh gw¡ fd vius
lgk;d Lo;a cusa gj dk;Z ds fy, nwljksa ds
vkxs u fxM+fxMk,¡ u mudk eq¡g rkdsaA ;fn
thou esa lQyrk ikuh gS rks vius lHkh dk;Z
Lo;a djus dh vknr MkysaA
&fleju lpnso
d{kk ukS c
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esjh I;kjh ek¡

Hkz"Vkpkj % ,d

leL;k

Hkz"Vkpkj fd;k gS lcus]
vc ml ij fdldk t+ksj!
>wBh mEehnksa dh fdj.ksa]
fudyh gSa pkjksa vksjA
bjknsa gSa QkSyknh]
mlds gkFkksa fdLer fy[kus
vkt pysa gSa geA
Hkz"Vkpkj dk QS'ku
lc ij gS Nk;kA
Hkz"V gksus dk vkpj.k
lcus gS viuk;kA
pkgs gks Ny&diV
;k gks csbZekuh
Hkz"Vkpkj dh gS lcus Bkuh
dj fy;k gS vR;f/kd Hkz"Vkpkj]
vc dhft, mldk lq/kkj]
D;ksafd ;gh gS ekSdk lq/kjus dk
viukus dk lgh O;ogkjA

ek¡ rqe fopkjksa dh vfHkO;fDr gks]
ek¡ rqe Hkxoku gks]
rqe gh esjh 'kfDr gks]

&uafnuh usxh
d{kk ukS v

ek¡ rqe 'khry gok dk >ksadk gks]
ek¡ rqe ,d [kq'kfdLer ekSdk gks!
ek¡ rqe xehZ dk 'khry ty gks]

vxj eSa ,d

ek¡ rqe fu"iki gks] fueZy gks!
ek¡ rqe nwxkZ] y{eh] ljLorh vkSj dkyh gks!
ek¡ rsjh efgek] rhuksa yksdksa esa fujkyh gSA
ek¡ rqe ve`r dk I;kyk gks]
ek¡ rqe esjh igyh xq: gks]
ek¡ rqe ls gh esjh nqfu;k 'kq: gks vkSj rqe ls gh [kRe gksA
ek¡ rsjs opu dHkh dM+os gSa] exj muesa lkj gS]
ek¡ rsjs Øks/k esa Hkh vlhe I;kj gSA
esjh ^vkg* nsrh ek¡ ds fny ij nLrd gS
;s bZ'oj Hkh esjh ek¡ ds vkxs ur&eLrd gS
vc eSa D;k dgw¡\ esjh ek¡ rks egku gS]
ek¡ eSa rqe ls gw¡] vkSj rqe gh esjk lkjk tgku gks]
esjh I;kjh ek¡A
&Lusgk vxzoky
d{kk ukS c

fpfM+;k gksrh!

,d luqgjs fnu eaS viuh d{kk dh f[kMd
+ h ls ckgj n[sk jgh FkhA euaSs
lUqnj&lUqnj if{k;kas dks n[skkA mUgas n[skr&
s n[skrs eaS vius gh [;kykas
eas [kks xbZ Fkh vkjS lkp
s us yxh fd vxj eaS ,d fpfM;+k gkrsh rks eaS
D;k&D;k djrh\ ejsk thou dl
S k gkrsk\ vxj eaS ,d fpfM;+k gkrsh
rks ejss i[ak gkrss vkjS eaS vkleku eas cgrq Åp
¡ k mMr+hA eaS ifzrfnu
ykx
s kas ds cxhpkas eas tkdj nkus px
q rhA ljwt ds Åxrs gh eaS viuh
ehBh vkokt+ eas xkuk xkrh vkjS lcdks mBkrhA eaS viuk ?kkl
as yk Lo;a
cukrhA eaS ikdZ eas NkVs&
s NkVss cPpkas dks [ky
s rk&dnwrk n[skrh vkjS
il
z Uurk dk vuHqko djrhA eaS bl ijws ll
a kj eas ?kewrhA ubZ txg]
u, ykx
s ] vkjS ub&
Z ubZ phtsa n[skrhA bruk lkp
s rs gh e>
q s fdlh ds
ph[kus dh vkokt+ egll
w gbqZ ,l
s k yxk fd dkbsZ ejsk uke id
q kj jgk
gAS tl
S s gh euaSs eM
q d
+ j n[skk ejsh v/;kfidk vkx ccy
w k gkd
s j ejss
lkeus [kMh+ FkhA og dN
q dgus gh yxh Fkha fd brus eas ?kVah ct xbAZ
Ldy
w dh NVqV~h gks xbAZ ijwk fnu eaS blh lkp
s eas [kkbsZ jgh fd dk'k
eaS ,d fpfM;+k gkrshA
&lksgk pkSiM+k
d{kk vkB c
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v/;kid

dh

eqf'dysa

,d ckj ,d Nk= vius v/;kid ls iwNrk gS fd ^^lj! uVwjs D;k gksrk gS\** v/;kid pdjk x,A
cksys& ^^bldk vFkZ eSa rqEgsa dy crkÅ¡xk** v/;kid us iqLrdky; dh iqLrdsa Nku Mkyh ysfdu
uVwjs dk vFkZ u <w¡< ik,A vxys fnu mUgksaus Nk= ls iwNk& ^^Hkyk crkvks rks uVwjs dks fy[krs dSls
gSa\ Nk= crkrk gS ,u-,-Vh-;w-vkj-bZ-A v/;kid us lj idM+ fy;k vkSj dgk& brus lkyksa ls eSa
rqEgsa vaxzsth i<+k jgk gw¡ vkSj rqEgsa ;g Hkh ugha irk fd bls uVwjs ugha uspj dgrs gSaA rks fiz; fe=ksa!
gekjs fiz; v/;kidksa dks dqN bl rjg dh eqf'dyksa dk lkeuk Hkh djuk iM+rk gSA
&le`f) pkS/kjh
d{kk lkr c

firkth

esjs firkth lcls vPNs]
ges'kk ls Fks fny ds lPpsA
iky&iksldj cM+k fd;kA
viuk gkFk ges'kk fn;kA
Mk¡Vk Hkh mUgksaus cgqr]
ij I;kj mlls T+;knk fd;kA
ges'kk le>k esjk nnZ]
ft+Unxh Hkj djrs jgs esjh dnzA
muds lkFk ft+Unxh dk gj iy Fkk lqgkuk]
ftls eSa ges'kk ls pkgrh Fkh ikukA
jkst+ e/kqj xhr lqukrs Fks]
[kwc eq>s g¡lkrs FksA
y¶+t+ksa esa dj u ikÅ¡xh c;k¡]
fd fdrus I;kjs Fks esjs firkA
&izKk xks;y
d{kk lkr c
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I;kjh cguk

og Fkh ftlus eq>s le>k]
esjh ek¡ dh rjg eq>s I;kj fd;kA
esjs gj n%q[k esa esjk lkFk fn;k]
vkSj viuh [kq'kh esjs lkFk ck¡VhA
ge yM+rs&>xM+rs jgrs]
ij fQj Hkh I;kj ,d nwljs ls djrsA
D;ksafd fj'rk gS gekjk ,slk fd]
dksbZ Hkh vkdj gesa vyx u dj ik;kA
'kjkjr djrh Fkh eSa]
ij Mk¡V [kkrh ogA
:B tkrh Fkh]
exj euk ysrh Fkh eSa mldksA
lksrs Hkh ge lkFk esa] mBrs Hkh ge lkFk esaA
[kkrs Hkh ge lkFk esa] [ksyrs Hkh ge lkFk esaA
jgrs Hkh ge lkFk esa] thou gekjk ,d nwljs ds lkFk gSA
ij ,d fnu vk,xk ,slk]
fd gesa tkuk iM+sxk] NksM+dj vius&vius jkLrsA
ij jgsxh og esjs fny esa ges'kk]
D;ksafd gSa og esjh I;kjh cgukA
&gf"kZrk nqvk
d{kk lkr v

ek¡

ukjh

ek¡ rsjs vk¡py esa
nqfu;k clrh gS gekjhA
dk¡Vksa Hkjh bl nqfu;k esa
Qwy lh egdrh rsjs I;kj dh QqyokjhA
;s nqfu;k dk¡Vsa D;ksa mxyrh gS\
rsjs tSls Qwy D;ksa ugha\
;s nqfu;k bruh erych D;ksa gSa\
rsjs tSls eklwe D;ksa ugha\
vxj ;s nqfu;k I;kjh Hkh gks tk,
fQj Hkh rsjs tSlk dksbZ ughaA
vxj ;s nqfu;k ghjk Hkh cu tk,]
fQj Hkh rsjs tSlk dksbZ dksfguwj ughaA
rq>ls nwj jgus dk [kkSQ]
ges'kk eq>s lrkrk gSA
rsjh dnj djus dh ckr]
Hkxoku ges'kk eq>s le>krk gSA
vkf[kj dnj djuk lh[k xbZ]
dqN nwfj;ksa ls]
;s nwfj;k¡ c<+h gSa]
dqN etcwfj;ksa lsA
ek¡ rq>s lyke esjk]
rsjs bl I;kj dks
vkSj rsjs bl nqykj dksA
ftlus thuk fl[kk fn;k eq> dksA
&eqLdku vgqtk
d{kk ukS v

tkSgj ls u ihNs gVh]
lrh gksus dks Fkh etcwjA
MkWDVj ls vkbZ-ih-,l rd cuh]
exj jkr ds le; >q¡M esa pyus dks Fkh et+cwjA
dke ?k¡Vksa rd enZ ls T+;knk djrh]
exj ixkj de] fcuk dksbZ dlwjA
gj iy thrs&th gh ejrh]
fcuk fdlh xyrh ds
oa'ktksa dks bl lalkj esa ykrh]
vkSj viuh csVh dks ft+ank nQ+uk, tkus ij
djrh gS ;g dM+ok lp dcwyA
og en~n ek¡xus ls gS Mjrh]
^nqfu;k D;k cksysxh*\ mldks bl Mj dk gS fQ+rwjA
dk¡p tSls uktq+d lius gS cukrh]
exj nq"V gkFkksa n~okjk mu liuksa dk VwVuk bls ugha gS eatwjA
gj jkst+ gS ejrh] ph[krh] fpYykrh
lHkh mldks gqDe nsrs] tSls gksa mlds gqt+wjA
;g py jgk le; gS lnh&bDdhloha
vkSj tks dqN Hkh fy[kk gS] og lkjk lp gS]
;g rks rqe tkurs gksaxs t+:jA
;g L=h gS] ukjh gS] vkSjr gS]
vkSj ;g ogh gS]
'kk;n ftldk tUe ysuk xqukg vkSj
ftldh en~n djuk gS fQ+t+wyA
&tiuhr dkSj
d{kk nl c
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Hkxoku dk Q+fj'rk

tSls gh eSaus bl nqfu;k esa dne j[kk fdlh cM+s us esjk
uUgk&eqUgk gkFk idM+k vkSj esjh vk¡[kksa esa fcYdqy lh/kk
ns[kkA
igys oks esjs fy, fdlh vutku ls de ugha Fks ijarq vc oks
bZ'oj ls de ugha gSa%
oks esjs ikik gSaA
esjs I;kjs ikik gSaA
mudh NksVh&ls&NksVh nh gqbZ pht+ Hkh]
esjs fy, lc&dqN cu tkrh gSA
esjk NksVk&lk gkFk Fkke dj]
eq>s bruk cM+k fd;kA
vc eSa muds fy, dqN Hkh dj ywa lc de gSA
vc eSa vkidks vius ikik ds ckjs esa D;k crkÅ¡\
os rks Hkxoku dk nwljk :i gSa
mudh Nk;k] Hkxoku dh Nk;k ls de ugha]
mudh laxfr Hkxoku dh laxfr ls Hkh c<+dj gSA
viuh bruh O;Lr fnup;kZ esa ls ges'kk
le; fudkydj gj oks pht+ nh tks eq>s vPNh yxrhA
dk'k! eq>s cl ,d lqugjk ekSdk fey tk,]
;s fn[kkus dk fd eSa muls fdruk I;kj djrh gw¡A
&fd'rh vxzoky
d{kk ukS c
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jkgxhj

gs lqu jkgxhj!
rw dgk¡ ls gS vk;k\
dgk¡ tk jgk gS\
crk] dgk¡ gS rsjk fBdkuk\
rw bl nqfu;k dh pdkpkSa/k esa
Q¡l x;k ek;k eksg ds tatky esa
?keaM esa 'kh'k mBkrk gqvk
rhozrk ls dne c<+krk gqvkA
rw dgk¡ ls gS vk;k\
dgk¡ tk jgk gS\
crk] dgk¡ gS rsjk fBdkuk\
;g iFk gS yEck] pyuk gS eqf'dy
vge dh rhoz yisVksa esa fyiVk
ru dh oklukvksa dks lesVrk gqvkA
rw dgk¡ ls gS vk;k\
dgk¡ tk jgk gS\
crk] dgk¡ gS rsjk fBdkuk\
;s nqfu;k gS cM+h fujkyh]
bldh Mksj gS deZ okyhA
rw gS LokFkZ Hkjk feV~Vh dk ?kM+k
[kks cSBk ekxZ esa viuk fd;k&djkA
rw dgk¡ ls gS vk;k\
dgk¡ tk jgk gS\
crk dgk¡ gS rsjk fBdkuk\
rw le> ;g] rq>s fdlus cuk;k\
fdlfy, cuk;k\
;kn dj ml ijekRek dks
ftlus gS Fkkek rq>s gj vksj]
VwV u tk;s lkalksa dh ;g uktq+d MksjA
gs lqu jkgxhj!
rw dgk¡ ls gS vk;k\
dgk¡ tk jgk gS\
crk dgk¡ gS rsjk fBdkuk\
&flLVj LdksykfLVdk
vkj-ts-,e-

foLr`r fganh
esjh tqM+ok¡ cgu MkW- 'kksHkk jrwM+h ¼lgk;d
lfpo ek/;fed f'k{kk ifj"kn] mÙkj
izns'k½ dks X;kjgosa fo'o fganh lEesyu esa
Hkkx ysus o Jksrkvksa rFkk vU; oDrkvksa
dks lacksf/kr djus dk volj izkIr gqvkA
bl lEesyu dks 18 ls 20 vxLr rd
y?kq Hkkjr ekus tkus okys ekWjh'kl esa
vk;ksftr fd;k x;kA lEesyu dk
vk;kstu eq[; :i ls Hkkjr ljdkj ds
fons'k ea=ky; ,oa ekWjh'kl ljdkj ds
}kjk la;qDr :i ls fd;k x;kA blls igys Hkh fo'o fganh lEesyu fo'o ds dbZ ns'kksa esa vk;ksftr fd, tk pqds gaS]
ftlls fo'o esa QSyrh fganh Hkk"kk ds foLrkj dk vuqeku vklkuh ls yxk;k tk ldrk gSA fganh Hkkjrh; laLÑfr dk
i;kZ; gS bls le>s fcuk ge viuh laLÑfr dks ugha le> ldrsA fganh ds fofHkUu dfo;ksa] ys[kdksa] tkudkjksa ,oa
f'k{kkfonksa us bl lEesyu esa Hkkx fy;k] bUgha ds fopkjksa] ys[kksa ,oa tkudkfj;ksa ds vk/kkj ij ge dg ldrs gSa fd vkt
fo'o ds vusd ns'k gekjh fganh dks viuk jgs gSaA Hkk"kk ,oa cksyh dks c<+kus dh ft+Eesnkjh Hkkjr ljdkj us laHkkyh gSA blh
o"kZ ^fo'o fganh lfpoky;* ds HkO; Hkou dk mn~?kkVu Hkkjr ds egkefge jk"Vªifr ^Jh jkeukFk dksfon* us fd;kA iwjs
fo'o esa fganh ds fy, csgrj okrkoj.k rS;kj gks jgk gSA fganh vusd Hkk"kkvksa dks vius esa lekfgr djrh vius [kqysiu ds
dkj.k fnuksfnu le`) gksrh pyh tk jgh gSA fganh ehfM;k vius iSj ilkj jgk gSA baVjusV bl fn'kk esa lgk;d fln~/k gks
jgk gSA Qslcqd] OgV~l ,i ,oa fV~ohVj ij ;g viuk dCt+k dj jgh gSA gekjh laLÑfr ,oa ijEijkvksa dk ifjp; djokus
vkt vusd dk;ZØe yksxksa dh ilUn cus gq, gSaA foKkiu dh nqfu;k jaxhu gksrh tk jgh gSA vlj bruk gS fd fofHkUu
Hkk"kkvksa dh dgkfu;k¡ ;gk¡ rd fd gkWyhoqM dh fQYesa fganh esa Mc gksdj vk jgh gSaA fo'o ds dbZ ns'k ,sls gSa tks vkt
fganh dk gkFk idM+dj gekjs ns'k ds lkFk vkReh;rk c<+k jgs gSaA ,sls esa viuh gh Hkk"kk ds izfr ge vkReh; u gksa] rks
gekjk gh nqHkkZX; gSA dEI;wVj ij Hkh fganh Nk pqdh gSA eaxy] ;wfudksM vusd fganh QkWUV gekjs eu ds Hkkoksa dks vklkuh
ls O;Dr djus esa l{ke gSaA jkseu fyfi esa Vkbi djrs gq, vki bls nsoukxjh fyfi esa vklkuh ls cny nsrs gSaA fons'kh Hkh
fganh xkuksa vkfn ;gk¡ rd fd Hktu xk o lqudj vkuafnr gks jgs gSaA
fganh ns'k dh jktuhfr dh Hkk"kk gS] pquko ds laoknksa dh Hkk"kk gSA vius Hkkoksa dks viuksa ls O;Dr djus dh Hkk"kk gS] ;kfu
vfHkO;fDr dk l{ke ek/;e gSA ge vius izns'k dh Hkk"kk cksyus esa lgt vuqHko djrs gSa] tc ;s izknsf'kd Hkk"kk,¡ gh izns'k
dh lhek,¡ rksM+dj vU; izns'kksa esa tkrh gSa rks fganh dk gh lgkjk ysrh gSaA bl rjg fganh dk fo'o QSyrk tk jgk gSA Hkys
gh baVjusV ij fganh Hkk"kk lacaf/kr lEiw.kZ tkudkjh izkIr gks ldrh gS fdUrq bl dk;Z ds fy, Hkk"kk ls izse gksuk vko';d
gSA eq>s vk'kk gS fd os Nk=k,¡ tks vDlj ;g iz'u djrh gSa fd fganh i<+uk D;ksa vko';d gS\ bl ys[k dks i<+dj fganh ls
vf/kd izse dj ldsaxhA
&lq/kk dksBkjh
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